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ABSTRACT
This thesis discusses the need for a brand manual for a magazine after the creation
of a first issue. A brand manual ensures each subsequent issue of the magazine has
consistent design from issue to issue as well as keeps the tenets of the overall magazine
brand intact. This thesis was project based and conclusions were met by means of a
literature review of branding, interviews and experiential research. The foundational
similarities between brands and magazines through the lens of magazine design was
discussed and found to be one in the same: magazines are brands. Brands are only as good
as understanding their consumers and giving them a useful product packaged in a way that
appeals to their intuition. To understand brands in this way is to understand magazines.
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CHAPTER 1: STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND METHODS
This thesis deals with three subjects—branding, magazines as brands and brand
manuals. The idea for this thesis came about after the researcher completed a job as an art
director for LuLu’s magazine with PMT Publishing in Birmingham, Alabama, in April 2011.
LuLu’s is a one‐time special issue created especially for LuLu’s restaurant in Gulf Shores,
Alabama, and to be sold in the gift shop of the restaurant. LuLu’s is owned by Lucy Buffett,
the sister of musician Jimmy Buffett. Lucy Buffett is a cook, restaurateur, supporter of the
local arts and conservation efforts on the Alabama Gulf Coast and publisher of a cookbook.
Buffett has a large following because of her brother’s musical fame and the success of her
restaurant. The property that houses the restaurant also houses many other activities for
families that visit the restaurant, including huge sand pits for children complete with toys, a
ropes course, two live music stages, two bars and is adjacent to a marina—making LuLu’s
more a destination than a restaurant. Because of this, LuLu’s sees thousands upon
thousands of customers a year. This researcher can only describe the compound that is
LuLu’s at Homeport Marina as a mini amusement park type atmosphere.
The researcher originally worked as an intern and writer for LuLu’s magazine
during March and was asked to come back to design the bulk of the 132‐page magazine in
April. When working with LuLu’s it became apparent that if ever the publication were to
have a second issue, the researcher might not be available again. The thought then was to
create a design brand manual to accompany the first issue of LuLu’s. A design brand
manual is a very detailed instruction manual that recounts each part of the layout and
1

design so a magazine looks the same from issue to issue no matter who is executing the
design. This is when the researcher stumbled upon the idea for this thesis.
Ultimately this thesis hopes to prove that magazines are brands, that design is
elemental to creating the brand and to keep the brand strong, it must be protected through
the use of a brand manual. The second chapter and literature review deals with brands in a
general sense. This chapter starts with a discussion about what a brand is and how brands
are perceived. Next, branding is broken down into what it is and how it works from
positioning to design to customer relationship. After an in‐depth look at brands and
branding, the focus changes to brand development and anatomy of a brand. Research,
ideas and creativity are discussed and then components of the brand anatomy—from
values to typographical choices.
The third chapter looks at magazines through the lens of brands and tries to create
an understanding of how brands and magazines share the same foundation. Women’s
personality driven magazines will be looked to as examples of magazine brands and brand
extensions. Examples from Where magazine, a magazine with markets all over the globe,
will be recounted in this chapter along with the insights of its Chief Creative Officer, Haines
Wilkerson. This chapter will focus on creating the right design for effective magazine
readability.
The fourth chapter of the thesis discusses magazine design for LuLu’s and the brand
manual—the creation and implementation. This chapter will detail the design choices for
LuLu’s; from layout, to color and typographical choices to photo and graphic style. The
second half of this chapter is composed of the steps taken in creating a brand manual. The
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process of brand manual creation is detailed from start to finish as well as the importance
of the manual itself.
Conclusions will appear after the fourth chapter to analyze findings and offer
commentary. Appendices will appear subsequently with the full interview with Wilkerson
and the complete brand manual for LuLu’s magazine created by the researcher.
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CHAPTER 2: BRANDING
In 1941, Walter Landor sat at his desk for the first time as the head of Landor &
Associates. At that time, Landor’s only associate was his wife and his office was their
apartment in San Francisco, but out of these quaint beginnings Landor pioneered a
branding revolution. With the simple belief that customer insight and need should be the
impetus for brand design, he changed the way brands were looked at altogether. For years,
consumers didn’t go a day without coming in to contact with one of his designs—Levi’s
Jeans, Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, Cotton. Landor’s passion and understanding about branding
was easily seen when he said, “Products are made in the factory, but brands are created in
the mind.”1
Landor pioneered a new way to look at a brand, but that word is often
misappropriated to other terms. A brand is not a logo, which is symbol of a brand. A brand
is not a corporate identity system. This refers to the way trademarks are seen in the public,
what they are seen on and all manners of protecting the trade dress. A brand is most
definitely not a product. Marketers talk about “managing a brand” but what they mean is
managing their product.2 The product or name is not a brand. While all those mentioned
are technically not a brand, they are a part of it. The brand is a much simpler idea.
A brand is a promise and an expectation. In fact, expectations are the essence of a
brand. Successful brands create a highly focused set of expectations for the intended

1 Area of Design. "In the Spotlight." Area of Design. January 1, 2011.
http://www.areaofdesign.com/inthespotlight/landor.htm (accessed May 15, 2011).
2 Neumeier, Marty. The Brand Gap. (Berkeley, California: New Riders, 2008), 1‐2
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audience.3 All the expectations and promises together form a brand, whether the
expectations are good or bad.4 To break it down even more, a brand is a person’s “gut
feeling” about a product, service or company. Humans are intuitive beings and base
choices on emotion, no matter how rational one might claim to be. A gut feeling is about
our emotional connection to the product, service or company and companies know.5 Again,
a successful producer of any good or service knows that expectations need to be made, and
a to communicate those expectations, an emotional connection must be forged. A strong
brand is one that is irreplaceable and stands out in a consumer’s mind and in the face of
competition. People can fall in love with brands, believe in them and grow to rely on them.6
Defining what is meant by an emotional connection is important. It is the
summation of emotions, thoughts, feelings, history, possibilities and even gossip that
surround a producer. These are all intangible.7 All of these things exist in one place—a
consumer’s mind.8 Plato used a good example to better understand this point. When
people hear the word “horse” they think about a regal animal with four legs, a long tail and
a mane along with an impression of stateliness, power, and also that the animal can be
ridden. Each individual horse is different, but in a person’s mind there is still an image of
relative “horseness.” To look at this from the outside, a person is adding up all the separate
parts that make a horse and the total is enough that we can definitively know that the
creature is a horse, not a dog or a bicycle. Like Plato’s horse, a brand is approximate and

Lamons, Bob. The Case for B2B Branding: Pulling Away from the Business to Business Pack. (Mason , Ohio:
Thompson/South‐Western, 2005), 5
4 Altstiel, Tom, and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative. (Thousand Oaks, California: SAGE Publications, Inc., 2010),
29
5 Neumeier, 2
6 Wheeler, Alina. Designing Brand Identity. (Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2009), 2
7 Altstiel and Grow, 29
8 Ind, Nicholas, et al. Beyond Branding. Edited by Nicholas Ind. (Sterling, Virginia: Kogan Page, 2003, 3
3
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yet also a definitive understanding of a product, service or company all housed within the
mind.9
Just as it is with anything else, a person’s mind changes and a brand is constantly
changing in the minds of consumers. The entity has to take into account the way the brand
is perceived if any effect is to be had and if a brand isn’t emitting the right messages, the
consumers will notice. For example, when Nike and Adidas went through sweatshop
scandals the consumers of these brands no longer chose to buy into the products or the
belief systems these companies put forth. All trust was broken. It wasn’t until the late
1990s that both companies could regain any resonance with consumers.10 This
demonstrates that when a collective group of consumers all feel the same way and all have
the same “gut feeling” a brand is made. “A brand is not what YOU say it is. It’s what THEY
say it is.”11
Brand Origins
The word brand comes from the Old Norse word “brandr,” which means “to burn.”
From there, it made its way into Anglo‐Saxon English. The original definition for the word
brand was related to just this. For the purpose of telling two farmers’ cows a part, a brand
would be burned with a stamp of ownership. But even then, the tangible burn could be
related to an intangible feeling. Better quality livestock could be associated with the brand
of one farmer, and thus letting people know what product can be trusted. Someone with a
lesser reputation was also known by his brand and person knew just by the disreputable

Neumeier, 3.
Cocoran, Ian. The Art of Digital Branding. (New York, New York: Allworth, 2007), 27‐28.
11 Neumeier, 2‐3.
9

10
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mark that the livestock should be treated with caution. The function of brands to guide a
choice was born and that role still is in use today.
The earliest form of branding is probably best seen in Ancient Rome and
surrounding areas. One of the most common “mass produced” wares in these times was
clay pots because they were used for a variety of purposes on an everyday basis. The
potters learned to use marks on the bottoms of their pots to differentiate their products,
whether it was a simple thumbprint or a symbol such as a fish, star or cross. This is
evidence that symbols were the first visual form of brands before initials or names.12
Early branding practices continued throughout the centuries. For example,
Guinness breweries can trace its brand back to 18th century France. However, the first real
large‐scale use of brands came about with the Industrial Revolution. This was the first time
when companies were able to sell and distribute on their products far and wide and
communicate to the public about their wares.13 Some of the products created in this era
are still available for consumer purchase today: Singer, Coca‐Cola, Quaker Oats, Shredded
Wheat, Kodak, American Express, Heinz and Prudential.14
Although the Industrial Revolution was the first time that brands multiplied on a
mass‐scale, in today’s marketplace brands are prolific. In 1997 Reuters reported that, “In
the last 30 years, mankind has produced more information than in the previous 5,000.”15
Because of this, consumers have infinitely more choices to make and have quickly gone
from information‐poor to information‐rich. So what do consumers base choices on? In his
12 Clifton, Rita, et al. Brands and Branding. Edited by Rita Clifton and John Simmons. (Princeton, New Jersey:
Bloomberg Press, 2003), 13‐14.
13 Healey, Matthew. What Is Branding? (East Sussex, England: Rotovision, 2008), 8.
14 Clifton, et al., 15
15 Airey, David. Logo Design Love. (Berkeley, California: New Riders, 2010), 7.
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book Marketing 3.0, Philip Kotler suggests brands have passed through three stages of
understanding throughout the decades since the Industrial Revolution.
Stage one, or Marketing 1.0, was brought about by the technologies of mass
production during the Industrial Revolution. During this time, the brand objectives were
very basic. The goal was to only sell the products to a mass audience with physical needs
with functional values. Marketing 2.0 was brought about in the information age with the
use of the Internet. This stage sought to satiate and retain customers through seeing the
consumer as having a mind and a heart. The brand went past just functionality and created
an emotional platform that consumers could easily connect with. The third stage of brands,
the current stage, is concerned with a much loftier goal than those in the past. Making the
world a better place is much more grandiose proposition than simply retaining customers,
but that is the goal of Marketing 3.0. With new, cheap technology every consumer is a part
of the current technology wave, aptly dubbed the “age of participation.” Now, because an
individual not only consumes but creates the news, ideas and entertainment, many people
have the ability to communicate with many other people.16
Because consumers are a part of the equation as contributors, they need more than
functionality to guide their decisions. Consumers are bombarded with information and
instead of mass production, mass customization defines today’s economy. Symbolic
attitudes are now the deciding factor in today’s marketplace. A brand makes a person feel
a part of a group and the trust of the brand is enough for it to be sold. This goes back to
what and where a brand is—in the consumer’s mind.17

16 Kotler, Philip, Hermawan Kartajaya, and Iwan Setiawan. Marketing 3.0. (Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., 2010) 6‐7.
17 Neumeier, 8.
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Branding is the continuous process of the producer figuring out the promises and
expectations of the consumer.18 Branding is a brand in action. It takes into account all of
the intangible qualities of a brand and creates tangible suggestions that could sway the
consumer. Branding is essentially all the steps taken to create an impression that the
consumer will act upon.19 Branding is made up of five standard practices: positioning,
storytelling, design, price and customer relationship.20
Positioning
In his book Brain Longevity, Dharma Singh Khalsa, M.D., states that the average
American sees 16,000 advertisements, logos and labels in one day. 21 Positioning is the
first step an entity must take for a potential consumer to buy one of the 16,000. “Simply
stated, positioning is the perception consumers have of your product, not unto itself, but
relative to the competition.”22 This quote comes from Jack Trout and Al Ries revolutionary
book, Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind, which changed the way marketers looked at
their approach. The book challenged marketers to examine the way people receive and
store information. Trout and Ries’ book also challenged marketers to not only look at their
company, brand or product’s strengths but weaknesses and how those compared with
competitors.
Because it’s understood that brand is completely contained inside the consumer’s
mind, the next step is to figure out just what is specifically important to that consumer.
Considering the needs of the customer, the good and bad of the company and what the

Healey, 6
Clifton, et al., 15.
20 Healey 2008, 8.
21 Airey, 2.
22 Altstiel and Grow, 32.
18
19
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competition brings to the table are essential.23 Thoroughly evaluating the customer,
yourself and your competition allows producers a straight path to the psyche of the
consumer. If a brand functions in the way a customer needs it to it will help them store the
good information about that brand for future reference, as when they are at a
supermarket.24 From the Trout and Ries book, “Positioning starts with a product. A piece
of merchandise, a service, an institution, or even a person. But positioning is not what you
do to a product. Positioning is what you do to the mind of the prospect.”25 Henry Ford
failed to see the importance of positioning when he said that a customer could have any
color car they wanted as long as it was black. General Motors offered five different colors
and raked in the profits.26
The biggest part of the positioning equation is differentiation. Pulling away from the
pack, even ever so subtlety will catch the attention of the consumer. Differentiation works
because the human cognitive system can’t help but notice it. Our brains naturally filter out
all of the useless information we come across in a day. If something in a consumer’s daily
experiences is different from previous experiences, he or she will notice.27 Essentially, for a
producer to have any success, the consumer must be put first. His or her wants, needs and
expectations will feed back into the brand.
Storytelling
All children have favorite stories and no matter how many times they hear them,
they will always want to hear their favorites again and again and again. It is no different

Wheeler, 14.
Lamons, 31.
25 Clifton, et al., 79.
26 Wheeler, 14.
27 Neumeier, 34.
23
24
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with the story behind a brand and which story people want to literally buy into.28 For
example, Apple computers by themselves are good computers. It’s indisputable, however,
that’s not the reason people buy Apple computers. Apple computers are for the creative,
free spirits. When you use your Apple computer, you are buying into the story Apple tells
you: You are a creative, free spirit. Again, brands are built off of emotions, and stories help
fuel those emotional triggers to the things we buy. They also help create the expectations
for the consumer. When Harley‐Davidson tells consumers a story about being a bad‐ass
out on the open road, a potential buyer, whether he’s a bad‐ass or a button‐up suburban
father, he feels like he want’s a Harley.29
Consumers feel as if they are living the life the brand sets out for them. They identify
with the lifestyle the brand would supposedly give them and they buy into that. In reality,
the emotional connections are often just trivialities, but the story we hear and the
experience we take from a product meets consumer expectations.30
Sometimes, the truth is overlooked in brand stories. For example, Stella Artois
features the phrase, “Anno 1336” on the bottle. It could be assumed that Stella Artois has
roots back to the 14th century. It’s no surprise that this isn’t true. The beer was first
brewed in 1926. The story told is just a ploy to make consumers feel they are buying
something that has a long tradition and is a loyal brand. (The year 1336 is representative
of a date that appeared on the deed to a house that just happened to later hold the

Healey, 9.
Altstiel and Grow, 31.
30 Healey, 29.
28
29
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brewery.) Even though the story isn’t truthful, consumers are okay with it. They trade the
story for the truth and the brand remains credible.31
The best way to reach people is not with facts and statistics, but with stories that
evoke emotion. People easily identify with this. Again using them as an example, Apple has
always told stories. Before every new product presentation, Steve Jobs tells a story to help
the audience identify with the brand. The most iconic story from Apple was the “1984”
commercial, which aired in the fall of 1983. Apple created an Orwellian dystopia that
coincided with name of the book and pictured a beaten down, cookie‐cutter society. But
the story was that IBM was threatening to take over the computing industry and Apple was
letting its audience know they had a choice to create a computing world unlike the “1984”
scene. Since then, Apple has kept a tight reign on its storytelling abilities. It’s easy to see
how the coming of the iPod, the iPhone and Apple’s MacBooks have created a vision for
transformation since 1983.32
The reasoning behind the success of storytelling is scientific—a matter of the way
the hemispheres of the brain work. The left hemisphere of the brain is the rational half.
Facts, figures, pros and cons are all retained and composed there. The right hemisphere is
the intuitive half. It wants to own something fun, have something because the “in‐crowd”
has one, or because it looks amazing. The right brain always wins out. People are more
drawn to brands that evoke aspirations of consumers rather than appeal to their rational
side.33
Design

Ibid, 30‐31.
Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan, 60
33 Healey, 30.
31
32
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Design is the way that all aspects of the brand are crafted, and not just the visual
aspects.34 Design is the process of merging creative with form. Whether it’s a new brand,
rebranding, a new logo, new packaging, getting to the actual design is a lengthy process of
boiling a brand down to its essence and giving it visual representation.35
Even after the culmination of finding out what the brand is, the design process itself
is a series of steps that includes finding the perfect color, typography and overall style to
represent the brand. A designer also must consider every intricacy of how the brand will
be viewed.36 Concrete qualities such as the smallest a logo can be on a page to designing
invoices and packaging are the most easily thought of; however, larger intangible qualities
such as overall themes of an ad campaign must be considered in the design process. Aside
from visual design, some designers have invaluable experience when it comes to knowing
how people interact with a product and design the functionality of a product.37
Design is a paradox for a brand. A brand must never change, and change constantly.
What this means is that once a brand has honed its core values, the core value should never
ever change. However, the brand presentation—packaging, product design and so forth—
should always be adapting. This is called consistency and change. Again, going back to the
brand existing in a consumer’s mind, a mind that is always changing in a world that is
constantly changing, a brand has to keep up. Brand design is the easiest way to makes
changes, as long as the core values are kept completely intact. Lego used to sell wooden
blocks and Delta Air Lines used to fly crop dusters. As long as the brand doesn’t change,
everything else is flexible. The worldwide brand consultancy Interbrand preaches the
Ibid, 9
Wheeler, 124.
36 Landa, Robin. Advertising by Design. (Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, 2004), 124.
37 Healey, 22.
34
35
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70/30 rule, which states that 70 percent of the brand presentation should be constant and
30 percent should adapt to the local culture. This means that many brands would change
about one‐third of its visual presence across borders—product design, typography,
photography style, web presence and so forth. Brands must be apart of the “next big thing”
but not compromise their values. That being said, brands such as Coke, IBM and Kodak
have over or undershot their assumption that change needed to be made. Coke, as an
example, overshot their change to New Coke. It was hated in America, its intended
audience, but loved in Canada.38
Price
Price is sometimes an overlooked aspect of branding, but an extremely important
one. Price plays into the perceived value of the brand. For instance, a person needs cheese.
He or she goes to the store and see that Great Value cheese is a dollar less than the Sargento
cheese. The Sargento cheese is bought. People pay for how a brand will make them look.
Sargento cheese helps people feel as if they are buying the best, that they can afford the
best. It’s just cheese, but more than that, it’s a status symbol. This is true for all brands.39
Customer Relationship
The end goal of any good brand is to create a relationship, not just lure the customer
in for a one‐time‐only transaction. Good branding creates life‐long relationships that
people will turn to for answers. Making each customer feel individually spoken to is hard,
but that’s what companies have to try. And if they can identify and people find at least
some morsel of truth in that brand, the relationship is sustained.40 Author of Legendary

Ibid, 18
Wheeler, 19.
40 Healey, 9.
38
39
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Brands, Laurence Vincent said, “Legendary brands are sustained by constant conversations
with the consumer.”41
If the relationship is harmed in some way, consumers will respond. For example,
when IKEA changed its typeface from Futura to Verdana in 2009, customers created a huge
backlash. The change went against what customers readily identified with IKEA—
stylishness.42
What branding does
Branding can create and reinforce a good reputation, promote loyalty, promise
quality, give perceived value to products, and give the consumer a feeling of induction into
a certain group of consumers.43 Branding creates imaginary groups for people to belong to
as reflected by their purchases. Branding goes beyond rational thinking and is all about
self‐affirmation and self‐approval. When you can’t control anything else, you can control
what type of cheese you buy and it’s going to be the more expensive one. Purchases are
about escapism.
Ownership of the brand
It’s now understood a brand exists in the consumer’s mind, but who owns a brand?
Marketing experts will say, “stakeholders.” But this is nonetheless arbitrary.44 The
customers are the obvious choice. Because consumers and the producers have a constant
two‐way conversation and on‐going relationship, they, idyllically, own the brand. However,
it’s a little more detailed that that. Stakeholders range from some unlikely but powerful

Altstiel and Grow , 38.
Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan, 51‐52.
43 Healey, 10.
44 Ind, et al., 3.
41
42
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sections of society and include the media, general public, competitors and the more likely
sections such as employees, boards of directors and investors.45
FIGURE 1. Ownership of a Brand. Ownership of a brand is made up of “key
stakeholders” who range from every entity involved, including competition and the
media. ‐

Development Process & Anatomy of a Brand
Development Process
Knowing what a brand is, what branding is and how it works is only a bit of the full
look at a brand. It’s just as important to how a brand gets to know its consumers and then
how the brand caters its products or services to that audience. It is then that that
45

Wheeler, 9.
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knowledge is applied to brainstorming, creation and implementation of the brand. The
brand development process consists of three parts: research, insight and ideas, and
strategy and creativity.
Research
Research is the process of discovering who your audience is and what makes them
tick. As a new brand, this is imperative before any other process happens. For an
established brand, it’s a constantly revolving and evolving process of finding the wants and
needs of the consumer and adapting to those.46 One of the goals of research is to fully and
completely understand the consumer, however a full understanding must be applied to a
range of other topics. All the in’s and out’s of the entity have to be scrutinized: the mission,
vision, values, voice, target markets, demographics, psychographics, competitive edge,
strengths, weaknesses and future challenges just to name a few.47
A solid set of tasks for each brand to answer in the research process includes the
table below. The task corresponds with the question to its immediate right, which helps
the brand narrow down the next steps in the development process.
TABLE 148
Define the target audience.

Who are we talking to?

Identity features and benefits.

What makes this product better?

Clarify the current position.

What do people think about the product?

Align wants and needs with the product.

Why should people buy it?

Determine the call to action.

What do we want people to do?

Healey, 16.
Wheeler, 102.
48 Altstiel and Grow, 45.
46
47
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Formal research is very valuable, but ethnography (the study of people in their own
environments) is one of the best ways practical research can be conducted. A few examples
of this include visiting a store and surveying customers first hand about their buying habits,
and their opinion of different brands. Visiting a factory where the product is made, reading
the publications or watching the programs where the product is advertised are also ways
by which research about the brand is better understood.49
Insights & Ideas
Creating effective branding requires critical and creative thinking, but how does that
happen? Insight and ideas are the next two steps in brand development and they both are
the impetus for how creativity forms throughout the brand. It should be noted there is a
difference between them. Insight is the grasp of what the brand is, what its products are
and how the consumer might use the brand. Ideas are the act of sharing that insight and
creating illustrations to insight. General Electric’s former brand claim was “We bring good
things to life.” GE makes just about anything and everything, from light bulbs to nuclear
reactors, toasters to generators. The insight into GE was not that GE makes a lot of stuff,
but that GE makes life a little better with that stuff. The branding ideas flowed freely after
the insight was made and acted upon. “We bring good things to life,” lasted for almost 25
years.50
Insight remains the same but ideas change constantly to stay relevant to the
consumer’s life. One single branding idea that translates to an ad campaign, packaging, etc.
has a life span of two to three years. The need for a constant flow of ideas is imperative so
49
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the public doesn’t become bored with a brand. For example, ice cream maker Ben & Jerry’s
asks for consumer suggestions on new flavors. Otherwise, “Puttin’ On A Ritz,” a
combination of vanilla ice cream, caramel and Ritz crackers wouldn’t have been possible.51
Because brands are intuitive, insight comes from an intuitive place. Therefore, ideas
will range from the simple to the bizarre. Creating effective branding should never limit
the possibilities. It only helps the process.52 Brainstorming will work as long a few ground
rules are established. There should be no criticism of ideas and all ideas are encouraged.
Create as many ideas as possible. Each person involved should try to build off of other
group member ideas.53
Strategy & Creativity
Once facts are gathered and ideas generated, now it’s time for action. Strategy and
design are where the product will be meeting the people. This process is about
synthesizing the information and making it visually appealing, even beautiful.
Good and successful strategy only occurs if there is open and honest collaboration
among all involved in the production process, including the CEO, the design firms, ad firms,
consultants, designers and everyone in between. Marty Neumeier said, “It takes a village to
build a brand.”54 Design comes into play in the idea process on a small scale, but after an
overall idea has been reached it is up to the designer to create, whether it’s a logo, product
design, packaging or advertising. A good designer always starts off with two very
elemental things: blank paper and a pencil.55
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It’s a big misconception that designers create things off the cuff. Designers draw
through hundreds of sketches, mind‐maps, and many different other brainstorming
techniques themselves before producing the end product. Many times, a designer will
narrow choices and bring them to the collaborators and repeat this process until just a few
conceptual designs remain. This is when they take those few remaining and really flesh
them out into full working end products.56
The importance of prototypes in this step is invaluable. It’s a combination of mock‐
ups, storyboards and scripts to create a “near‐life experience” for the collaborators
involved. This trial run is necessary to pick out any last‐minute problems with the brand.57
Theoretically, at this point in the process we have a design. But when proposing an
innovative strategy for the design, this is where the leadership of the company bucks.
Innovation, new, and change are all words that CEOs will back away from because they are
viewed as un‐tested, un‐safe, but that same CEO will state that innovation is how they will
keep a competitive edge. In reality, innovation is what will keep the company relevant,
keep costs down and will let the brand be the problem‐solving agent it was meant be. So,
let’s innovate. You can’t be a leader by following. When everyone zigs, zag.
FIGURE 2. Zig versus Zag: Strategic Creative Thinking. This figure shows the
difference strategic thinking where creativity is involved. Logical thinking is
streamlined and predictable. Creative thinking is unpredictable and while
somewhat riskier, the impact on a brand is much more noticeable.
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This is just a different way of talking about a person’s natural tendency, which is to
go with the crowd. Creativity is unnatural by definition. To be creative requires that the
easy way out and the approval of co‐workers be left behind. To be comfortable is not to be
creative. However, this doesn’t mean reinventing the wheel, just thinking in a different way
with a fresh outlook. That’s the only way magic will happen.58 Although it might be looked
down upon, it’s good, nay necessary, for a brand to rock the boat. Again, Marty Neumeier:
“How do you know when an idea is innovative? When it scares the hell out of everybody.”59
Anatomy
Now it’s time to break down the elements of experience with a brand. The end goal
is relationship, but how do you create inclusion? Inclusion is created when all the elements
of brand identity are understood and knowing how to craft a response out of those
elements. It all comes back to knowing your customer. Anatomy of a brand comes down to
brand identity ideals and include benefit, vision, value, voice and authenticity.60 These are
the independent variables in the branding game, but the dependent variables include name,
logo, color, typography and visual style.61 All of these elements work because of each other
and flow in to each other, yet each has its own purpose.
FIGURE 3. Brand Identity Ideals and Brand Anatomy. The ideals and anatomy of a
brand cannot work for a brand without all working in a cohesive manner. A
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successful brand uses all parts equally and to its full potential.

Benefit
Every customer will ask “What’s in it for me?” Or more specifically, “What do I have
to gain from this?,” “How will this product make my life easier?” Benefits are a specific gain
or advantage that a brand has to offer.62 This is where the customer connection starts with
brands. “Kills 99.9% of germs” is a real benefit for the customer, but it also gives peace of
mind. Adjectives work well in this category, such as strong, eco‐friendly, safe or effective.
Promise and expectations are what the customer is looking for and that can be directly
relayed here.63
The benefit should be obvious and transparent. When Harley Proctor and James
Gamble created Ivory soap in 1878 they sent it to chemists to be tested for impurities.
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When the results came back, Ivory soap only contained 0.56 percent impurities in the
sample. So the first benefit was that it was pure and Proctor & Gamble marketed it as so
with the tagline, “99 and 44/100 percent pure.” Another benefit of Ivory soap was
discovered out of happenstance. Ivory soap floats and while that won’t help someone get
cleaner, it does prevent you from losing soap in a tub full of water. It was something their
competitors couldn’t claim. Throughout the 20th century, Ivory soap also came to embody
female glamour. The “Ivory lady,” an illustration of a beautiful woman in the fashion of the
day was used for advertisements. This beautiful lady idealized what beauty was in the
mind of the consumer. This intangible benefit was enough to keep Ivory soap a brand
leader.64
It can be seen by the Ivory soap example that there are two different types of
benefits—functional and emotional. Functional benefits are the practical elements of a
product or service that set the brand a part from competitors. Visine gets the red out of
white eyes. Slim‐Fast helps you lose weight quickly. The working benefit that a product
can offer can be the most effective differentiation for the brand as a whole.65 Benefits that
appeal to the feelings, passions, and reactions of consumers are emotional benefits. Being a
part of a group, having self‐confidence and feeling safe are all emotional benefits that a
brand can promise. Buying life insurance from All‐State means that “You’re In Good Hands”
or from State Farm and they’ll be like a good and trusting neighbor. Buying insurance
makes you feel more secure.66
Vision
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Vision is the big picture, the big idea and the overarching goal for the future of the
brand. Brands work because they espouse a quality that people want to aspire to and
brands help people look forward to that. The dreams and ideals of the brand will be in line
with the dreams and ideals of the consumer, both looking forward to a better future.67 This
goes back to Marketing 3.0, which describes vision as part of new branding techniques in
today’s marketplace. Declaring a public vision for the brand is about inventing the future
and including your consumer. “It explains what the company aspires to become and
achieve. To define this, a company needs to create a mental picture of the future… We
symbolize it by a compass that guides a company to its future state.”68
Values
Not only do customers want to feel benefitted by a brand, but they want to be a part
of a community that shares a set of values. Brand values are what brands stand for. 69
These values align with the beliefs of a customer. For example, if a customer is
environmentally conscious, then he or she will buy Seventh Generation dish soap because it
is all natural and contains no chemicals. Buyers feel they are doing their part by supporting
their ideals through their purchases.70
Brands that have a straightforward set of values are less likely to become superficial
or trivial. Most, if not all brands want to be seen as having integrity, however, if they don’t
practice integrity, it’s easily seen. If the product is shoddy, the company is found to have
terrible ethics or it has unfair worker’s rights, it all hurts the values of the company.
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Consumers don’t like hypocrisy. Brand values should be practiced from the CEO to the
lowest‐paid worker.71
Voice
The vision and values of the brand are best understood when a particular voice is
present. This again turns to understanding a customer and how customers need to hear
the message being sent. The brand is an identity, so what form of personage does that
identity take? A brand can speak with many voices, but those managing the brand must
take in to account just how they want their brand to speak. Newman’s Own spaghetti sauce
speaks to consumers in a friendly tone with a smiling Paul Newman on the label yet it also
speaks in a knowledgeable tone. Newman’s Own has a higher price value and yet people
will know it is all natural and the best they can get without making it themselves.72
Authenticity
In reference to psychology, authenticity is self‐knowledge and making choices that
are in line with that self‐knowledge. Authenticity in branding is no different. It should be
understood by now that most brands are transparent, good or bad. But obviously, people
prefer to see brands positively and brands that are seen positively are better off for it.
Brands that are confident in what they are and what they advocate have more strength.
Therefore, the expression of that authenticity must be appropriate.73
Authentic brands “matter” in peoples lives. They create a “real‐ness” for people, a
genuine experience. This makes the brand easier to connect with and it becomes more
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accessible. The more personal a brand can be, the better it translates to its potential
audience.74
Name
This is the first of the more concrete aspects of branding. It may also be one of the
most challenging, stressful and complex to come up with because the name is everything.75
One of the reasons naming is so hard is because most of the good names are taken. This is
why you hear so many names that are alike, such as Advantix, Advantis, Adventis and
Advanta. There are seven criteria Marty Neumeier outlines for coming up with a good
name: distinctiveness, brevity, appropriateness, easy spelling and pronunciation, likability,
extendibility and protectability.
Distinctiveness in a name requires that a name is the odd one out, particularly
against its competition. Some of the best brand names have a similar sounding name for
what they are selling. For example Carl Zeiss is a maker of optical lenses. The name Zeiss
has a similar sound to glass or precise. Also, brands that have the “presence” of a proper
noun will work very well. Think about Coke or Chevy. One very distinctive name is
Smuckers. It has been called a “bad name with a clever spin.” Smuckers is an inherited
name for a family jam and jelly business, but it’s hard to forget. The Smuckers tagline
explains it perfectly. “With a name like Smuckers, it has to be good.”
Brevity means that a brand name must short and easily used. This will help in the
recall of the brand name. It’s important to remember that the length of the name is
important because it doesn’t need to be culled down into an acronym by the public and
thus lose its communication function.
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Appropriateness simply means that the name must be fitting with the brand it
stands for. If the name works better for another brand, keep brainstorming.
Easy spelling and pronunciation are extremely important. A good name only has
one easy to say pronunciation. People need to able to say it after they’ve seen it written
and heard it said aloud. If people cannot pronounce or spell the name easily it makes them
feel dumb and hurts your brand.
If people enjoy saying or using your name, it’s said to have likability. Names that
make people feel intellectually stimulated or it is fun to say over and over have a strong
likability.
Extendibility tests the brand name on lasting value. The more visual
representations or interpretations of a name, the longer the brand will last. Great names
have seemingly endless chances for creative wordplay.
Lastly, protectability is making sure the name can be trademarked and used on
multiple platforms. Because there are countless brands in existence, being sure of
originality is tough. However once the perfect name comes along, a brand must protect it
by all means possible.76
Even after a brand has chosen its name, variations of the brand can clutter things up.
In 1997 Gillette introduced a three‐blade razor called the Mach3 and then later an updated
version came out, the Mach3 Turbo. Gillette also offers the electric razors, M3Power and
M3Power Nitro. Gillette was once a simple name, but now is cluttered with “add‐ons” and
consumers can get bogged down by this. Apple almost fell into the same trap in the 1990s
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with names such as the Power Macintosh Performa 6400. Each product the Apple brand
offers has short, approachable names such as MacBook or iPhone.77
Logo
Logo is from the Greek word “logos” meaning “word.” Logo as it is used now is
short for logotype, meaning “wordform.” A logo is a name that has been given form—a
visual form. “It is the distinctive mark that works in the context of its environment to
evoke the brand insight in the viewer’s mind, playing off the viewer’s own experience and
also reinforcing that encounter.”78 David Airey, author of Logo Design Love says, “It’s like
putting a face to a name.”79
It can get a little complicated, but a logo is strictly typographic. And the Nike “swish”
isn’t a logo; it’s a brand icon, just as the bitten apple is for Apple computers. A trademark is
something completely different,80 and so is an avatar. An icon can be paired with a logo to
create a signature. And an avatar is a moving object that can be manipulated, such as the
moving stripes in the AT&T world. But a brand needs some sort of visual representation,
no matter what form it takes.81
There are seven elements that make up a good brand icon: keep it simple, make it
relevant, incorporate tradition, aim for distinction, commit to memory, think small and
focus on one thing. Keeping the icon simple is usually the most effective because a simple
representation of the brand helps meet the other criteria for a good icon. Making an icon
relevant simply means that the icon should be appropriate for the brand it represents.
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Incorporating tradition keeps the icon from being dated with a faddish design. It becomes
more lasting. Aiming for distinction helps the icon be easily recognizable, so much so that
one letter or part of the overall shape gives it away. Creating a brand icon that is readily
committed to memory is important because sometimes one glance is all the consumer will
see and the next time they will pay attention. By thinking small, the brand icon must be
able to fit in very small places but not lose any detail. One inch is the testing ground for any
brand icon. This means the icon can be used on many different platforms. Focusing on one
design element doesn't bog the consumer down. No more, just one.82
Color
Never could one thing be so subtle yet incredibly important in brand design. Color
is used to show personality and evoke emotion in a brand. It also helps in differentiation.83
Cognitive scientists have said that more than half the brain is devoted to the visual
system.84 To add to that, in the sequence of visual perception the brain reads color after it
registers a shape and before it reads content. This should show the high importance of
color in brand design.85 Color theory therefore is very important. People will react to color
whether they realize it or not and particular colors carry particular emotional responses.
There are four different ways color can be looked at: physically, psychologically, culturally
and scientifically.
The physics of color were used as early as the Renaissance when painters would use
“warm” colors such as red, orange yellow, which would appear to come forward in space.86
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Warm colors are the easiest for the human eye to look at.87 “Cool” colors such as blue green
and purple appear to diminish. Therefore, by using the colors in certain combinations
created the impression of depth. That is why the right or wrong combination of colors
affects the legibility of what is being read. The process of picking the correct color
combination is important because the slightest change can push a consumer away from the
brand or make it irresistible.88
Psychology is extremely important when it comes to color selection. Color
subconsciously makes people react certain ways. These reactions are generally universal.
For example white can translate purity or cleanliness, black can translate evil or death, red
can translate passion or excitement and blue can translate serenity or refreshment. These
color are used strategically in branding to prod consumers to react a particular way toward
the brand. A consumer cannot see the color combination of yellow and red without
thinking about McDonald’s. This is a very extreme example compared to other brands, but
this is the end goal: the brand “owning” the color so brand recognition easily pops into a
consumer’s mind and takes hold. A brand must settle on the right colors and use them
consistently and insistently to carve a spot in the minds of its consumers with color. 89
While color can generally imply the same meaning for all people, cultural meanings
for colors play an important part as well. For example, in Western cultures white is the
color for brides but in Asia it is worn at funerals90 and is synonymous with mourning.
Because of the rise of the Internet, many brands are now, by association, global brands and
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must be aware of color perceptions across cultures.91 For example, brands might want to
reevaluate the use of green in India because it may remind citizens of their not so friendly
neighbor Pakistan.92
Science comes into play after the colors have been thoroughly thought through. The
technicalities of color reproduction have to be understood by those managing the brand so
the color always has close to the same look no matter what it is being reproduced on. It all
has to do with values of light. For instance, color will look different reflected through a
television screen than printed with a 4‐color process on a page. Printed inks for paper
cannot match the hues when printed on glass or plastics and vice versa. Brands must
compromise a little here but always keep to the “standard” shade.93
Typography
Just as color speaks volumes for a brand by affecting the way the brand is perceived,
so does typography. Typography is the art of choosing the appropriate type, or font family,
to best support the brand’s message, adding to the words, not distracting from them. This
being said, type takes on many forms and the average person can identify the qualities of a
typeface. For example the type might look old, modern, edgy or high‐class. What ever
typeface espouses should line up with what the brand espouses. Consumers know if a
particular typeface works or doesn’t work, but on a subliminal level. “Type is the clothing
that dresses words, giving them character, emphasis, and a subtle, but distinct personality
that the reader often senses subconsciously.”94
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Thinking about brands, it is easily found that some of the greatest brands are
recognizable because of their typeface, such as Apple or Mercedes‐Benz. These brands
understand that the typography used for branding must not be faddish but timeless,
sustainable. Choosing that perfect font requires some basic knowledge of the elements of a
font family.95 The first to consider is serif versus sans serif typeface. Serif type has little
feet at the end of each letter. Serifs create an invisible line at the bottom of type that helps
the reader’s eye move along the line of text. Sans serif type is without little feet and has a
more modern, universal feel. The weight of the type refers to how heavy or thick the type
appears. This must be considered for legibility sake. Size is simply the height of the type.
Typefaces at the same size point value may actually vary slightly but no matter what
typeface, weight and size are chosen the end goal is to make the copy inviting.96
Other basics of brand typography include making sure that your typeface is different
from your competitors. The overall goal for brand typography is to promote the brand by
sharing its personality while being legible and clear. This can be done by limiting the
number of overall fonts used so as not to bog down the consumer. Once a typeface is
chosen it’s good to test the type at different sizes to check the overall legibility and clarity.
The typeface must work well in color and black and white as well as work for different
brand applications.97
Visual Style
Now that the color and text have been decided, the visual elements must be taken
care of. These include graphics, illustrations and photography. Again, as with color and
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typography, the visual style produced must be directly in line with the brand’s purposes.
However, the visual style of a brand is the most adaptable element of the three. Visual
tastes change over the years and brands must keep up with these trends. For example,
Louis Cheskin, an early marketer in the 1930s, figured out that by making the box of butter
yellow instead of white and adding a border greatly increased sales. When Cheskin
emphasized modernist styles after the launch of Sputnik in 1957, once again sales
dramatically increased. Keeping a handle on what consumers want is key in branding, but
keeping a handle on what is in style for that consumer is just as important.
Humans communicated with pictures for thousands of years before any written
language. These pictograms were the compelling information that communicated to others
and told a story. Brands also use pictures—photography and illustration—to communicate
their message and tell their story.98 Consumers connect with photography, especially
photography that features people. When consumers see people in brand photography, it
helps perpetuate brand expectation by getting the consumer to think, “This person is
beautiful. If I use this brand’s product, I might be beautiful too.” The correct use of people
in photography ensures that the correct consumers are connecting the action in the
photograph with the brand. For example, a mom seeing a photo of minivan next to a
mother with her hands full and a van full of kids. The consumer mom connects.
Subsequently, the right photography paired with the right color and text is very powerful.99
In the early 1900s illustrations were used more often because photography wasn’t
readily available, but as this changed, illustrations fell out of use. However illustrations do
have their place in brands such as very detailed graphic treatments, and cutaway drawings
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sometimes give brands an authentic appeal.100 In the United States illustrations have a
reputation of being witty and sophisticated, but in other parts of the world they sometimes
are seen as cheap and a poor substitute for slick photography.101
Graphic motifs are another way for brands to show the whole effect of a visual
identity. Graphics such as the yellow border around National Geographic magazine or the
orange used by Penguin books act as visual cues to reinforce memory and add to the
overall visual appeal of the brand. Motifs are small but powerful. One very successful
graphic motif is Hello Kitty. As San Rio’s brand star, Hello Kitty has no predetermined
personality, unlike her Disney counterparts. Hello Kitty can be anything, do anything and
she because of this, this blank‐face cute kitten is a worldwide icon. Another good example
comes from McDonald’s. The golden arches of the McDonald’s logo started as an
architectural element at the first few hamburger joints. It wasn’t until later that the
company discovered that when seen at an angle down the road, the arches created an “M”
and it created a more recognizable icon than the clown mascot or any other visual
element.102
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CHAPTER 3: MAGAZINES AS BRANDS
On the face of things, magazines—like any other product or service—want to sell
and be profitable. But what do magazines sell? Magazines are in the business of selling
content. A magazine can look great and sell once, but if the content is not worth reading, a
consumer won’t pick up the magazine again. Journalism is a business and giving people
information they want to read is part of that business. A story about Prince William and
Kate Middleton is good journalism because it sells and people will undoubtedly want to
read it.103
When a potential consumer is waiting in line at the grocery store and gets a glimpse
of the newest Cosmopolitan, the consumer pick it up to see the sensational headlines for
the month. While waiting, the consumer will flip through, read a couple of the articles and
more times than not—her or she will buy it. That consumer doesn’t need Cosmopolitan like
they need the toilet paper and milk in their cart. Cosmopolitan isn’t essential in their need
to survive the day, however Cosmopolitan reaches to a different set of values. A consumer
desires, lusts after and just simply wants to purchase the juicy details Cosmopolitan gives
each month and for $4.99 the price is cheap enough for the customer to give in to their
desires.104
Thinking about how magazines treat and reach its audience it is easy to draw a
connection between how a brand works and how magazines work. The essence of brands,
based solely in the mind and working off of a consumer’s emotions, feelings and intuition, is
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also the essence of magazines. Magazines are not about manufacturing ink on paper. Samir
“Mr. Magazine” Husni explained it this way; “We will change the readers’ habits, thinking,
doing, and planning, one reader at a time. These brands we manufacture in the readers’
minds.” To illustrate this, think again about Cosmopolitan magazine. A person buys it once
because they’re intrigued and they want to see what’s inside. The next month, even though
the cover lines are very nearly the same and the content is similar as well, the consumer
will buy it again, and again, and again. Soon, buying Cosmopolitan becomes a habit and a
consumer can’t imagine not having it every month. Even though the cover lines have been
eerily similar for the past 20 years, there is a reason that Cosmopolitan has one of the
highest newsstand sale rates; selling millions of copies a month.105
A magazine is about reaching to the psyche of the consumer, creating a bond that
the reader will flock to again and again and generally making one publication irreplaceable
to a consumer. Think of ESPN magazine. Chances are a typical person doesn’t know what
those initials stand for, however, a person knows that ESPN magazine is a large format,
glossy magazine that takes a smart approach to all things sports. The brand of ESPN
magazine reaches past the facts and into the consumer’s values.106
Understanding magazines as brands is easily seen in one steadily growing genre of
magazines—women’s personality magazines such as Oprah, Rachel Ray, Paula Deen,
Sandra Lee, and Martha Stewart. These are all women who have proven themselves to be
powerful women, especially Martha Stewart and Oprah. These women are brand
behemoths and women flock to their advice, products, television shows and, of course,
their magazines. These personality‐based women’s magazines are all lifestyle, home and
105
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epicurean based magazines—three things that most women are dealing with on a daily
basis—life, home and food. The women behind these magazines also started from small
businesses, small towns or humble beginnings and they’ve created empires—a trait that
most consumers seen admirable, which adds ultimately to their authenticity.107
One very good example of pioneering women behind magazines is Linda magazine
based in the Netherlands. Linda de Mol started as a stand‐up comedienne who then had
her own talk show. She also happens to be a great cook and had her own cooking show.
Linda also was found to have a great philosophy on life and great friends and of course, she
has a magazine. Haines Wilkerson, Chief Creative Officer of Where magazines summed it
up this way; “It really does become one groovy person’s lifestyle where others admire her
and want to know more. By nature, by being a smart person, or something related to this
overall groovy persona that people want to be a part of.”
Women aspire to be a part of the lives of Martha Stewart and Oprah Winfrey. What
these women offer is wisdom on how to be a better mother, wife, friend and hostess. They
offer women their magazines, but as stated before, magazines don’t sell ink on paper, they
sell a lifestyle. Magazines also sell indulgence. Oprah Winfrey’s hour‐long show captivated
millions of women but they were able to spend time with her month to month in O
magazine. Readers indulge in their dedicated time spent with Oprah each month and they
can spend as much time as they want with her.
One of the easiest ways to see the brand impact of personalities, like Stewart, are the
products they sell. She is the brand—she espouses the crafty, hospitable woman that many
women themselves want to be. It’s possible to become that woman not only by watching
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Stewart on television or reading her magazine, but buying her products. Stewart seems to
have endless reach in her product line and her name recognition is enough to sell anything.
Follow this logic: “I am a woman who wants to be a better hostess.” “I watch Martha every
day on Hallmark and read Martha Stewart Living every month.” “Martha Stewart is a
wonderful hostess and can teach me what I need to know.” “I can go to a craft store right
now and buy a Martha Stewart invitation pack, cupcake foils, and decorations.” “I am a
better hostess.” This logic is simple and effective and it happens every day—it’s called
brand extension. Just as a consumer buys into the lofty ideals a brand espouses, brand
extensions allow that goal to become attainable. The Martha Stewart Living media kit
states that the magazine “provides 11.0 million readers with tools and inspiration to
elevate the everyday” and “Martha Stewart Living reflects the spirit of its founder and its
audience.” According to the Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia media kit, 76 percent of U.S.
women say Martha Stewart influences decisions they make about their homes and families.
These women can buy Martha Stewart products for just about every part of their home and
family because her brand offers everything from cleaning supplies to pet products,
stationary to rugs, bedding to a Martha Stewart Sandals resort wedding.108
The indulgent qualities of magazines are endless and they don't have to apply to
women’s personality magazines, but can apply to whatever interests a reader. The
magazine brand can transport its readers wherever they allow it to take them. Again,
Wilkerson: “You’re sitting in your home, which you have made as lovely as possible and you
are now in indulging in your mind. Your fingers are on the magazine but your mind is
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telling your fingers they are on the fringe of a pillow in a chateau on Lake Como for that
moment.109 It’s so much easier with a magazine; that just with the lick of your thumb and a
flick of the page you’ve transported yourself.”
Magazines transport people to a place apart from where they are, whether it be in
social status, life, destination or otherwise—just like successful brands. Also similarly,
brands and magazines take a lot of work to get to a point where they act as the medium of
escape and fulfiller of desires.
Where magazine
Where magazine is a great example of the process a magazine has to go through to
be a successfully functioning brand. The time and effort by this magazine group is
exemplary by itself, but that is only a byproduct of the process. First, a brief history of the
Where group will be helpful in understanding the goals of the magazine. Where magazine is
a city‐based magazine that appears in 43 markets worldwide. The magazine appears in
cities and regions such as Los Angeles, New York, Milan and Singapore. Where is handed
out by hoteliers in these cities to act as a monthly city guide to those visiting the area. The
international brand is the merger of two publications—one a magazine started in Detroit in
1936 by auto makers to service out of town guests and the other Guest Informant was
started in Beverly Hills about the same time as an in‐room hard‐bound book for visitors to
know what was going on in town. In 2005 Morris Visitor Publications joined the two
publications to create the Where brand. Where became the monthly magazine in various
cities and Guest Informant is published as a yearly coffee table book. Before the merger
however, Where magazine went through many iterations. At one time it was a newsletter
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and from city to city the content and design changed. Haines Wilkerson was brought on to
remedy the discontinuity and make Where one cohesive brand.
Wilkerson and his team started with market research. In order to understand how
to reach your customer, the customer must be understood. When the Where group began
its research they didn’t expect the public to be so eager to talk but talk they did. A lot of
typical research was conducted, such as yes/no questionnaires, which basically asked if the
magazine was seen as hip and cool or old and out dated and is the magazine relevant.
After the process was over and the results were quantified, Where was on its way to
becoming an international brand.
The name Where was kept because it was seen as a modern, fresh, easy‐to‐say name
and their new tagline, “local guides worldwide” was put into action along with a new logo
and a new continuous design across markets. Wilkerson and his group became aware of
the fact they were selling a lifestyle, not just a magazine. They gave the visitor more than
just the typical interest stories. Where offers the chance to a visitor to live like a local for
the time spent in the city. The concierge, who is a local, and the one who is handing out the
magazine to a visitor, has to be proud enough of the information to hand it out. Where
prides itself on its eclectic view of the cities it covers, again, just as a local might have. “I
like to think of our editors as the cool friend you’d call when you’re coming to their town.”
The unofficial tagline of Where is “a global band of locals” and to really bring the essence of
the brand to reality, Wilkerson knew the magazine would have to create a magazine that
was designed with the reader’s in mind. The next task then became picking the most
appropriate typography, photography, color scheme and layout for the magazine.
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When it came to designing, Wilkerson knew that the readers must come first, so
when picking the typography for Where readability was key. The first consideration when
choosing the right font family was the space available. The correct point size has to be
paired with space enough to make the content easily readable. Also, picking the right
typeface family for all parts of text is extremely important because different fonts translate
different messages family to family. For example, when choosing body copy text for an
entire magazine, a reader wouldn’t want to read an article about a Broadway play if the text
is formatted with a very playful, fun typeface. It makes the body copy look cheap, and
therefore the entire brand looks cheap. Picking the correct typefaces ultimately affect the
way copy is carried throughout a brand.
The best way to approach publication typography is a good mix of serif and sans
serif typefaces. A character in a serif typeface is like what this thesis is being written in—a
type with little “feet” or small flourishes on the end of each character. These typefaces are
used generally used for body copy. A character in a sans serif typeface is “sans feet” or
without the small flourishes on the end of each character. San serif type is used many times
for headlines. Wilkerson used this formula in finding the correct font families for Where.
Avenir was chosen for the sans serif typeface and an appropriate serif typeface was chosen
but only after hundreds of comparison test to find just the right point size, leading—the
space between lines—and kerning—the space between characters. These comparison test
include looking at different combinations of these three elements for many different fonts
and for many different parts of copy. This means that every part of the magazine’s text—
body copy, captions, headlines, sub‐headlines, cover lines and more—are tested. After all
of the combinations have been decided, a designer in any market cannot deviate from the
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set text combinations. The reasoning behind all of this grueling work just to find the right
typeface is because if a designer were to deviate, it could damage the entire brand identity.
Choosing and curating good photography for Where was much less complicated as it
is with most publications. If the publication is blessed with good photographers, usually
good photography is evident. The basic tenet for Where has been to look for simple,
moving yet familiar images with a twist. If readers see something that is familiar but
photographed in a way that will spark the reader’s interest, the reader is more likely to
respond. This isn’t to say Where favors abstraction, but tries to portrays the sights and
sounds of a city in the most appealing way possible.
Color is another important tenant of Where’s brand identity. When Wilkerson took
control of the creative team at Where he realized the brightly colored section dividers were
not consistent from market to market. This is a good example of bad design. In design,
form should follow function; yet defining a color palette without defining function can be
harmful to the overall brand identity. Designing for design sake is never good in
publication design. Dining in New York might be coded red while in New Orleans it might
be coded blue; thus making the design no longer relevant because it doesn’t function well.
When creating a utilitarian piece of design, like a city guidebook, functionality is key.
Where now lets each color stand for a different section of the magazine. For example,
entertainment is marked with red and shopping is marked in green so it’s easier to
recognize where you are in the magazine and where you can flip to find the information
you need.
As seen with Where’s first use of color, the lack of consistency in the overall brand’s
design was harmful. Because Where is a global brand, repetition is key for all markets. If a
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reader picks up the magazine in New York and then later in London and both share the
same functional use of design, the brand experience is solidified. Where must also be
conscious of continuity inside the pages of each individual magazine. Because the
publication only has use of 64 pages a month, Where does not have the option to change
design direction within the allotted number of pages. Four to five pages a month is the
page allotment for feature stories and the brand would only confuse readers if it changed
design anywhere in the magazine.
Wilkerson likened magazine design to the floor plan and structure of well‐built
house. The foundation must be laid, which in magazine design equates to a grid. A
magazine’s grid is the basic template that design will rest upon. A grid is put in use for
organization, proper spacing and aesthetic purposes, but overall it helps the whole
magazine function better. The next step is to look at each room, define its purpose and how
it should be built. This means that every department, feature and column must be laid out
according to the space given, its purpose and how it will function. Functionality has come
into play in many ways for Where. One consideration of how readers were going to be
using Where was on a subway—holding on to a rail with one hand and the magazine with
the other. Because of this, the designers created a thumb‐width space in the margins on
the left and right‐hand side of the magazine.
It’s been established that consistency and continuity across the brand is elemental,
but how does Where make sure each market is following the rules? Wilkerson and his team
use a brand manual to insure each Where magazine looks and feels the same across the
globe. Wilkerson: “A brand manual, if it’s done well, should address all the questions of the
brand’s language, both visual and verbal and enable the person who is using the manual to
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replicate their participation so that it looks like the people who wrote the brand manual
did it themselves.”110 National and international subscription based magazines also
employ the use of brand manuals to create brand continuity across all markets. For
example, Cosmopolitan and other large magazines use a brand manual to detail the basic
architecture of the magazine—the colors, typography and overall look. It’s just one way to
manage a internationally recognized brand, but it is a very effective one. One example from
Cosmopolitan’s brand manual is the detail taken to describe how the cover models should
appear on the front of each issue in every market. The woman featured on the cover in
every market must look the same because time has proven it to be successful and effective.
The formula is this: a three‐quarter crop of the subject in the photograph, posed
confidently, such as a hand on a hip, with the woman showing lots of flowing hair and a big
teethy smile. The woman is dressed in clothing that shows off her feminine figure. The
overall image creates the impression that the woman featured is sexy yet approachable and
gives the feeling that women readers could be friends with this attractive young woman.
This is truly an example of how design creates a brand feeling and how brand manuals aid
in making that feeling consistent across all content, products and platforms.111
More specifically, a brand manual details all design maxims from the correct use of
all type styles and where they are placed on the page to the swatch combinations to create
the exact colors needed. The brand manual is an invaluable and necessary tool for Where
because it gives credibility to the overall brand. The brand is protected because there is no
question about how to become Where. Where is giving a visitor a look at a city through a
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local’s eyes and if it has been nailed down what design makes that real in a reader’s mind,
the brand manual insures that mindset is being created across the world. Where knows its
brand manual is working by its most recent gain of the Milan market. Thirty days after the
brand manual was sent, a product that looked and read just like it was published from
Where’s home base in Los Angeles was produced.
Creating the brand manual for the Where brand wasn't as complicated as building
the brand itself but Wilkerson knew that for the manual to work, it had to read well and
look good. His top editorial and art director took control of the manual and made the
manual have the same look and feel of the magazine. It showcases the same color palette
and editorial feel as the magazine. Because of this the message of Where is never let go and
the brand continues to work not only for its readers but the people who create it. The
brand manual starts with a mission statement that sums up the magazine brand. Next
comes the dissection of the parts of the magazine. Where starts with their recurring
departments then move to their feature editorial well. The dissection continues from there
to boil down all the elements of every section—font usage, color usage and graphic
elements that appear on every page such as page numbers or section tabs.
Once you have it printed it out and it’s standing there in front of you, your manual
defines that page from the top to the bottom. This is how we handle our headlines
and why. This is how we handle our subheads and why. This is where we place our
bylines, not at the bottom, we’re proud of this author. We have their author’s name
right up with their headline. Do we have an intro? Yes and why. How do we break
down the body copy? Is it on a timeline basis or do we follow some rhythm and if so,
what is the rhythm of it.
Wilkerson states the reason behind breaking down the all of the details is because
each editor or art director has a different background. One editor might have worked for a
teen magazine with another designer who might have worked for Conde Nast or Time and
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writing and designing for a city magazine is different. A brand manual is able to show those
producing a regional copy of Where all the lessons that have made the brand great in just a
few pages.
One of the limitations of the brand manual is the lack of ability to cite every example
of things that have worked well. The less time an editor has to spend in the office, the less
time the editor has to experience the city. Wilkerson said it’s important to note where the
brand design has been successful in the past, which caused Where to recently create a
menu of layouts that can be shared between each market. This “greatest hits list” saves
time and money by giving a maximum word count for each templated column. “We want
them out in their communities, getting in touch with people, smelling it, living it, breathing
it and then being able to express that in words to the guest, our readers.”112
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGNING LULU’S AND CREATING A BRAND MANUAL
Lucy Buffett solidified the brand of LuLu’s long before this researcher came along
and classified it as such. Lucy Buffett, (LuLu) her brother Jimmy (Bubba) and sister Loraine
(LaLa), grew up on the gulf coast of Alabama. Buffett spent much of her early adult life in
Los Angeles working a myriad of jobs from being a secretary to cooking for Harrison Ford
on a yacht off the coast of Belize. After a while, the “plastic pace” of Hollywood life wore off
and Buffett was broke and in need of a job. Almost on a whim, Buffett decided to move
back home and do what she loved—to cook and have a good time. In theory, it was a good
idea and she had an investor—her brother Jimmy, the best‐known Buffett sibling.
The brother and sister team scouted locations back home on the gulf coast and
found a spot that where their dad use to take them fishing. In 1998, Lucy Buffett opened
LuLu’s Sunset Grill—a place to get a burger and beer after a day out on the boat. She found
that owning and running a restaurant was the hardest thing she had ever done. Buffett
started out with nine workers and after awhile, fired herself from line cook and became the
restaurant manager. Buffett added some sand to the property so she wouldn’t have to mow
the grass and a few surprises on her menu like L.A. (Lower Alabama) caviar and the place
was a hit. The locals called it “their” place and it seemed as everything was going to work
out just fine. Then Buffett and LuLu’s got some hard news—the lease wasn’t going to be
renewed. However, Buffett made the best of the situation and found a solution.
Mac McAleer, the one time husband whom she now dates, Buffett’s business partner
and retired CEO of Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, found a parcel of land along the Intracoastal
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Waterway in Gulf Shores, Alabama. The location needed some cleaning up, but eventually
turned out to be the perfect location. A friend with a barge helped move the entire
restaurant and all its equipment, including palm trees, to the new site. On Fat Tuesday
LuLu’s at Homeport Marina started serving burgers and there was more of everything—
space being the biggest one. Buffett’s big personality can’t help but have big plans for the
future as she is currently writing her second cookbook and thinking about opening a more
upscale restaurant.113
Background Research
It was easy to quickly understand that the people of LuLu’s, especially the women,
were magnetically attracted to the personality of Lucy Buffett and the atmosphere she
created. Since interaction with the potential consumers of the brand’s product is essential
before any other process is undertaken, over 20 hours of observation was logged that
included various forms of experiences at LuLu’s. Understanding the consumer’s, and in this
case, the reader’s, of a brand is imperative before any other process begins, and that time
was spent doing just that. Talking to the customers, workers and staff as well as people
outside the restaurant environment were all elemental in the research process as well as
eating the food, touring the grounds, looking at products and listening to music. All of these
make up LuLu’s and are parts of the overall reach of the brand.
The first opportunity was taken was simply speaking to the people of LuLu’s.
Interviews were recorded with parents and children who attended a community outreach
event planned by the restaurant. The event consisted was a Plein Air event where the
children in attendance sat in the sand play area of the restaurant and painted the scenes
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around them‐the palm trees, the color umbrellas, the marina and boats, or Buffett herself.
The children were from the local schools in the county. Buffett funds these schools’ art
programs—programs that are usually underfunded by the school district themselves. The
event was free for the children and paint, canvas, brushes and other supplies were given
freely. The children were very happy and cited their love for art: “I like being able to do
whatever I want. It can’t be wrong.” The parents were equally exuberant and grateful for
the event: “She knows this is important to the development of our children. We would be
hurting if we didn’t have her.”
Others in the community are just as grateful including the staff at the Alabama
Coastal Foundation who works to conserve the gulf coast of Alabama. Bethany Kraft cites
her gratitude to Buffett: “People like Lucy helped us be able respond to this disaster in a
way that was meaningful. When we needed it she came through. She’s so supportive of
conservation efforts all along the coast.”114
Other’s at LuLu’s, from the gift shop workers to the bartenders to the staff proved to
be genuinely happy about working at LuLu’s and for Buffett. Worker Ronnie Long said,
“Lulu’s is the best place to work in town and everybody knows it. The benefits are great, the
pay is great, it’s well run, and it’s just a good atmosphere. I’ve worked at other places along
the beach and it was out of control. Here, you know what you can expect.” One of the
reasons why workers at happy at LuLu’s is because they can let their personalities show.
Each segment of staff at LuLu’s have different t‐shirts assigned to their position—the
servers and bartenders were orange t‐shirts with yellow lettering on the back stating,
“CREW” and other similar shirts for beach patrol, galley and crew captain. Other than the t‐
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shirt, the staff isn’t held down to any other uniform requirements. They can wear whatever
pants, head ware, or anything else they choose as well as feel free to sport tattoos and
piercings. It keeps the workers happy, keeps the atmosphere very casual and encourages
Buffett’s feeling that everyone is welcome.
LuLu’s isn’t just for tourists, but people who share the city with the restaurant. The
locals love coming to LuLu’s because it’s somewhere they can take the whole family. One
mother stated that her favorite place to take her family was LuLu’s because it was the only
time she and her husband got to talk at a restaurant because the kids were so excited about
playing in the sand pile. One chef also stated that LuLu’s is where the locals come to feel
like they are on vacation. Kids run around LuLu’s in swim trunks and bathing suits and
although there is no access to the water, there is a water fountain and plenty buckets and
shovels to help with sandcastle building.
Besides the people, the food is first class. Experiencing the food at Buffett’s
restaurant is not like a typical tourist trap for a few reasons. Buffett is a proven chef and
she has produced her own cookbook and has had her own cooking show. More than this
fact however, Buffett is adamant that her food tastes good and is good. All of Buffett’s food
is locally grown. Her “Crazy‐Sista version of the Cheeseburger in Paradise” is a menu
favorite so she uses all grass‐fed beef from White Oak Pastures in Bluffton, Georgia. Her
seafood comes from a local seafood market on the gulf of Alabama. All of her vegetables
used in the restaurant are grown down the road from the restaurant by a local family‐
owned farm, the Ordonez’s. Her signature beer, Crazy Sista Honey Ale, is brewed on the
gulf of Mississippi in Kiln. Buffett truly loves the food that she serves and she only gives the
best.
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The grounds at LuLu’s are a mini universe of beach‐themed fun. The complex
consists of massive parking lots that security guards or “beach patrol” have to traverse on
Segways. Once inside the perimeter of the restaurant, the first thing that is noticed is all
the bright colors—pink, turquoise and yellow are all very prevalent. Next is the sand.
LuLu’s trucks in new sand every week to refresh the massive piles between the three main
buildings in the complex. The first building seen is the large hut of the gift shop which
houses the numerous variations of LuLu’s souvenirs and sits on the back center in relation
to the other buildings. This souvenir shack sells over 100,000 t‐shirts in a year. To the left
of the gift shop is the main restaurant which seats 650,000 people a year and features
dock‐side pull‐up for boats that pull up in the cove on which the restaurant sits. Going
clockwise from the restaurant is the Crazy Sista stage, which sees hundreds of musical acts
a year. Continuing clockwise sits the Bama Breeze, the stand‐alone bar and extra seating.
Going back to the right of the entrance of the complex, to the right towers a three‐story
ropes course that entertains guests on the long summertime waiting lists. In the middle
amongst all of the sand sits the snow cone shack and hair‐braiding stand which are
favorites for the younger crowd. An industrial park sits a half mile behind the restaurant
that is home to the warehouse stocked full of LuLu’s merchandise. Needless to say, LuLu’s
is more than just a restaurant and it’s no surprise the ingenuity taken to fit so much a space
that is no bigger than a football field (with the exception of the merchandise warehouse.)
The products of LuLu’s are extensive to say the least. The warehouse is made of two
large rooms. One room is strictly t‐shirts, precisely folded and organized by design, of
which there are many, and then by size. The next room is the rest and the rest is a lot: hats,
key chains, bottle openers, purses, car tags, stickers, magnets, paintings, books, Frisbees,
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footballs, flip flops, earrings, cups, can coolers and much more. Of course, it’s all about
LuLu’s. Every item has some semblance of Buffett or her restaurant and it sells.
Music is another staple of living the life at LuLu’s. Almost every night a musical act
is gracing one of the two stages at LuLu’s—the main stage or the smaller stage inside the
restaurant and the music is always free. Of course, visitors of LuLu’s wish that Buffett’s
more famous sibling, Jimmy, will pop in, but if not, the music ranges from bluegrass to rock
to country or blues. Every year the fans of Jimmy Buffett do show up for a festival devoted
to him. These extremely dedicated fans, or “Parrotheads,” show up for a weekend event
that sees 500 extra visitors a year. Parrotheads come from all over the country and they
come to LuLu’s because it’s one step closer to Jimmy, even though it’s not actually him.
Even the music that plays over a complex‐wide sound system at LuLu’s is handpicked for
the restaurant. Music from country star Kenny Chesney to 70s rock hits, New Orleans
Professor Longhair to popular music of the day and of course Jimmy Buffett are all cued
into a playlist that never seems to play the same song twice.
All of these things—the people, the food, the place, the wares and the music are no
accident. All of these things add up to who Lucy Buffett has made herself in the minds of
her consumers. Buffett is a cooking philanthropist who is funny, generous, tasteful, down
home yet cultured and resourceful. She makes a great burger, is wise, has a great life and
loves kids. Whether or not Buffett actually is or isn’t any of things doesn’t matter because
she just is. Buffett has perfected her brand and she is successful. People who visit want to
be her, eat her food, buy her funny t‐shirt, make her gumbo at home to impress their
friends and they’ll probably come back again next summer because their kids enjoyed it so
much.
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Taking all of the brand attributes and giving them life in print through design was
the next step. A brand like LuLu’s, as seen, contains many elements that must be culled
down into a graphic representation. To reiterate chapter one, the anatomy of brand design
consist of ten things: benefit, vision, value, voice, authenticity, name, logo, color,
typography, and visual style. The dependent variables of a brand—benefit, vision, value,
voice and authenticity—deal more with intangible aspects of the LuLu’s brand. The benefit
is defined by what a consumer will get out of a brand; what’s in it for them. With the LuLu’s
brand, the benefit is seemingly being a confidant of Lucy Buffett herself and a “regular” to
the lifestyle of LuLu’s. The benefit of buying LuLu’s magazine is the same. Being closer to
Buffett and the lifestyle she espouses is as easy as buying LuLu’s for $4.95. A family can
take it home, sit it on their coffee table and whenever they feel like it they can relive their
great vacation and adventure at LuLu’s.
The vision of the LuLu’s brand, the overall reach, is to create an environment where
just being there makes life better. This happens at the restaurant by creating good times
with food, family and fun. At the same time, the vision of LuLu’s is to better the immediate
area around the restaurant with the charitable causes Buffett supports. The vision is cast
and the people of LuLu’s just have show up.
Values of the LuLu’s brand are very evident. This brand values quality in all
senses—quality food and drink, a quality environment and community and quality time for
the people who visit and make a living from the restaurant. Microscopically, the values of
Buffett and her restaurant are also about being witty, kicking back and having a drink,
being a little loud, feeling good and looking good. Visitors want sand in their shoes, a really
good tan and don't want to be judged if they show up in swim trunks or flip‐flops, because
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they won’t be. Not only do people show up, but they flock to LuLu’s because she’s cool with
customers.
Buffett’s nickname is LuLu, but she’s also known as being the “Crazy Sista.” The
“Crazy Sista” voice is how she speaks and is heard by her consumers. Buffett herself is a
little loud and she likes to have a good time and her brand voice is just that—a crazy older
sister who is smart but can get a little loud and mouthy sometimes. The branding voice
works because if visitors were to come to a restaurant more upscale, they wouldn’t cut
loose, but if your crazy older sister is hanging out and making a fool of herself, then you
tend not to care what happens as long as it’s funny. This branding voice fits in perfectly
with the magazine venture and all the products of the brand because they just want to be
reminded they can cut loose with LuLu.
Authenticity in the LuLu’s brand is the fact that Buffett is easily relatable. She grew
up really poor, worked really hard and look where she is now. Buffett is down to earth,
knows how to tell a dirty joke, knows the pain and joys of life and she’ll tell you about it.
Consumers believe in the authenticity of the brand because they believe that Buffett is
legitimate. Buffett has been through tough times and come out laughing, so why shouldn’t
they believe the poor girl who will down a beer with you while she tells you about the
latest book she read? She’s nice. She’s relatable. She’s real.
These intangible aspects of the LuLu’s brand are easy to identify but they have to be
translated into more tangible qualities—name, logo, color, typography and visual styles.
Designing for a brand is easy if the heart of the brand can be understood, which can been
seen from the five core dependent qualities outlined above. Exemplifying the LuLu’s brand
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starts with the name. The brand is LuLu’s—to her consumer’s there is not differentiation
between Buffet and her restaurant. Of course, there was no delineation from brand’s name
when naming the magazine. LuLu’s as a name is easily recognizable, easy to say, holds
brand continuity and is interesting and so the name was kept.
The logo was an easy choice as well. The LuLu’s logo, the stylized name in a Curlz
MT font, had already been created for the restaurant. This logotype can be seen in
hundreds of iterations all over the LuLu’s complex if only sitting from one vantage point.
The logo appears on most, if not all, LuLu’s products, the menus, staff t‐shirts, décor and
more. It would have been folly to use anything other than what had been successful
already, not to mention the logo was readily available for use.
The colors chosen for LuLu’s magazine were the first real decisions to be made. The
colors had to signify the LuLu’s brand and what it stands for. Color is the first design
element a human eye notices, so of course color must be the instrument to immediately get
the brand feeling across to the magazine readers. The most fitting colors were bright hues
that represented warmth, vibrant summer days and the cool of water, which equated to
bright blue, yellow, orange and pinks. The majority of the magazine uses this color scheme.
A part from these editorial colors there are also exception colors.
There are two rules in design—follow the rules and break the rules. Consistency is
key, but reader’s also need to see a little change every once in a while to keep them on their
toes. The formula is usually 90 percent consistency to 10 percent change. That being said,
some stories such as “A Day at the Farm” do not use the bright cheery colors as the rest of
the magazine. This story shows Buffett away from the restaurant and at her home with her
friends having lunch. This story would have seemed very cheap if colored with bright blues,
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pinks and yellows. Colors were pulled from Lucy’s home and her décor to create the
exception colors.
FIGURE 4. Editorial and Exception Colors for LuLu’s. These colors are used
throughout LuLu’s magazine and are based off understand of the LuLu’s brand.

The colors from both editorial and exception groups worked well with photography
because it matched the physical colors of the restaurant, its interiors, exteriors and overall
color scheme of the buildings. The colors chosen were also complimentary inside their
groups as to create a natural cohesiveness. This is important because if colors do not pair
well together, the overall design will feel disjointed.
The process for picking complementary colors is relatively simple one. Start by
picking overall colors which could be used and then take each color and create 6‐8 different
hues of that color. Put each color family in columns resting side by side on one page.
Looking at all of the possible color choices will help narrow down which colors work best
together. It’s important to note that when printing this document to check colors, it’s
imperative to print in publication process colors or CMYK, which stands or cyan, magenta,
yellow and black. All computer screens are formatted for RGB color—red, green, blue—but
all publication printing uses CMYK. Choosing colors by viewing on a computer screen is
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unreliable because the true color isn’t shown. Printing a color table with a CMYK printer is
essential to see the publication value of each color and is the only way to pick true colors.
TABLE 2. Creating a Color Table. To create a color table, choose overall colors and
create variations of each color. Place each color family next to each other on one
page and print on a CMYK printer. Then choose one color from each family that
works well in relation to all the other hues.
Color A

Color B

Color C

Color D

Color E

Color F

A.1

B.1

C.1

D.1

E.1

F.1

A.2

B.2

C.2

D.2

E.2

F.2

A.3

B.3

C.3

D.3

E.3

F.3

Like color, choosing typography that is in line with the LuLu’s brand is equally
important and the process is very similar. The font families chosen to represent the LuLu’s
brand in magazine form had to be fitting for the content and telling of what LuLu’s is all
about—in serif and san serif form. The serifs had to be readable, enhance the reader’s
experience and be easily manipulated. Two variations of sans serifs were chosen—a
decorative font and a universal font. Decorative fonts are used for headlines and initial
letters for the aesthetic value more than readability while a more universal sans serif font
is meant to blend seamlessly with serif type like body copy. The decorative font was used
to show the playfulness of LuLu’s, yet be complementary to the logo and not over the top.
The roles of type that needed to be filled were body copy, initial graph copy, large pull
quote copy, small pull quote copy, quotation marks, quote attribution, headings, initial
letters, bylines, captions and jumps.
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The fonts chosen to relay these qualities were Chappral Pro and Kozuka Mincho Pro
as a serifs, Kozuka Gothic Pro as a san serif and Louisiana as a décor font. Chappral Pro
served as the typeface for body copy, bylines and jump which consists of all text
immediately attached to a story. This serif reads well at a small point size and maximizes
word count. Kozuka Mincho Pro was used for all elements of pull quotes as the typeface
was used for the small and large pull quotes, quotation marks and quote attribution. This
serif worked best at larger point sizes and for the mix use design of the pull quotes. The
san serif font Kozuka Gothic Pro was used for initial graph copy and captions. The reason
this sans serif worked so well was because of its close relation to the pull quote typeface
and its clean, crisp lines that work well at small and medium sizes. The caption copy and
initial graph copy must look natural against the body copy, which this san serif did very
well. Lastly, the décor font, Louisiana was the perfect typeface for headings and initial
letters because it was simple, whimsical and ultimately very nice to look at and work with.
It fits very well with the content of LuLu’s because the brand sells Buffett as an authentic
person. The scrawl and handwritten‐like type look unpolished enough for someone to
have actually written on the page itself. This typeface blends perfectly with the LuLu’s
brand and other typefaces.
TABLE 3. Type for LuLu’s. This table shows the part of text and what typeface
represents each. Each typeface was chosen for its relation and representation of the
LuLu’s brand and the cohesiveness and complementary aspects of one font to
another.
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Just like exception colors, the typography of LuLu’s allows exception type and in the
same location in the magazine. “A Day at the farm” uses two typefaces that are very
similar—Cursif and Ecolier Court. These gracefully scripted font families fit accordingly to
the more formal feel of the article’s content and how Buffett is portrayed. Two typefaces
are used because each one has better readability for different letters and look so similar
they can be used interchangeably. This is not ideal, typical or advised, however, these
typefaces were the most fitting and functional for this story.
TABLE 4. Exception Copy. Exception copy was used to create a change in the
consistency of the majority of the editorial type. This change creates enough visual
dissonance needed to keep reader attention.

It is important to understand the guidelines of choosing type, which are good
tenants in using typefaces in publication and are proven for optimum readability. Body
copy for an article is most always a serif font. The reason for this is because serif
characters have “feet” on the end of each letter and when made into words, then lines of
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text, create an invisible line that runs at the bottom of the line of text. This invisible line
draws the reader’s eye from left to right—just the way the eye moves to read anyway—and
physiologically aids in reading. Body copy must always be between 9 and 11 points and
should never be 12 points or higher. This creates type that looks unnaturally large.
Leading, the space between lines, is usually two points higher than the body copy, but
should be manipulated to create the best reading environment for the reader. Leading is
used to create visual space between lines so the reader’s eyes can easily distinguish the
lines between text and to prevent the copy as a whole from looking like a gray block. Space
between individual characters and paragraphs and columns of text must be manipulated
for the same reason. Width of columns should only be an alphabet‐and‐a‐half to two
alphabet character’s long. The reason is because a reader’s eye gets physiologically tired if
the column width is longer than stated. San serif fonts usually exist from 10 point type and
up and must be manipulated in the same way for readability.
The process of picking each font is similar to the process of choosing colors. As
evident in chapter three in the case of Where magazine, the process can be lengthy but is
imperative if maximum readability is achieved. After all, that is the end goal—getting a
consumer to read the content. The process must start with the very general and narrow
down to the nit‐picky. Begin with picking two to three serif fonts to consider and then
picking two to three different sans serif fonts. Make pairings to create all possible
combinations with a paragraph of a serif font next to a larger san serif on one page together.
These pairings, just like color tests, should be printed. Printing insures that the test is
being seen at 100 percent as it would be seen in the final product. This creates a pseudo
reality of what body copy, which will be a serif, would look like next to the sans serif, which
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will represent a headline, caption, sub head or other type role. Once it is determined which
font families complement each other, more detail has to be considered such as the what
point size works for the space allotted in the publication layout and what spacing
throughout and around the text will be considered. Once those details have been
determined, test layouts should be printed to re‐test and tweak the results.
Knowing the basic guidelines and testing the colors and font families for LuLu’s
didn’t take long and after the editor’s input and suggestions, the next step was photography
selection. LuLu’s had the great advantage of employing outstanding photographers with
eyes for detail and color. Working with great photography makes layout and design much
easier as well as an editor who has a great sense of what photos lend to the brand and the
magazine. After photos were chosen for each story and were edited by the photographer
that took the photo layout and design began.
The overall layout for LuLu’s was simple both in execution and concept. The concept
was to let the outstanding photography and writing speak for itself so the layout consists of
clean lines, is free of clutter and most graphic elements served dual functions, such as pull
quotes and illustrated maps. Color was used as a main graphic element and highlighted
quotation marks of pull quotes as well as colored numbers in sidebars and occasionally a
colored heading. Typographical treatments were applied to pull quotes to give a mix and
matched effect by using large and small text in the same quote, using the larger type for the
key words. Copy, photography and colored elements are layered throughout the layout to
pull all elements together. The effect of photo layering was also accomplished through a 10
point white stroke around photos. Drawing a white fill box between the text box and the
photo box and fit to the text box made the text appear as though it were cut into the photo
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and created the effect of layering of text on photos. This also creates depth in the layout as
opposed to all elements laying flat on the page. A very subtle drop shadow was used
behind some photos and headings only when it was seen fit. This also created depth as if
these elements were standing off the page.
FIGURE 5. Examples of Layering and Depth. These examples show layering and
depth as used in the layout of LuLu’s. Layering and depth give the page more
character and is more interesting to look at than elements that rest flatly against the
page.

Creating a Brand Manual for LuLu’s
After the pages have been laid out and the end product has been edited, shipped to
the printer and published, next is brand insurance—creating a brand manual. At the
moment, LuLu’s is only a one‐off publication. This means there are no immediate plans for
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a second issue. However, depending on how well the magazine sells, being sold in
restaurant’s gift shop and online store, and the fact that LuLu’s easily could become a
quarterly publication with the amount of events and personality of LuLu’s, a second issue
isn’t too far fetched. If another art director is chosen for the second issue, the magazine
needs to hold brand continuity. The reader’s of LuLu’s will be more likely to pick up a
second issue if the material looks, feels and reads the same—giving them a similar
experience from the first issue. After the first issue was completed, a brand manual was
created.
The process for creating a brand manual requires the same attention to detail as
designing the publication because that is the inherent nature of the manual—detailing the
visual style of the magazine brand. Going by the example set forth by Where, LuLu’s brand
manual was designed to look appealing and keeps the simple style of the magazine itself.
The manual starts with basic layout and then travels through the magazine to point out
details that should be consistent from the first issue to any future issues. After the
manual’s cover page, the next page quotes two important people—Buffett and Cathy Still
Johnson, the editor for LuLu’s. These quotes set out a mission statement and exemplify the
essence of the LuLu’s brand. Buffett’s quote come from her opening letter of the magazine:
“Hopefully, we have captured the essence of LuLu’s in these pages so that you can continue
to enjoy our hospitality.” Still Johnson states the brand message of the magazine: “The
LuLu’s brand evokes fun, family, freedom, escapism, and childhood. It nods to quality,
customer service, friendliness, and an experience. We tried to capture all of this in her
magazine.”
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After the tone is set for the manual, basic layout is discussed. This includes a look at
how all pages of the magazine will work on the most basic level by detailing a spread’s
document, grid, column and folio specifications. Beginning here and throughout the rest of
the magazine, actual spreads from LuLu’s are taken and seen as snapshots to use as
illustrative examples. The next section of the manual details the magazine’s cover and lays
out exactly where the nameplate should rest on the page, where other logos, taglines, cover
lines and the bar code should be placed. Photography and illustration selection for the
cover is discussed here as well. Next, the table of contents is detailed by where contents
information and the contents page header should rest on the page. Typography for these
pages is discussed as well as photography selection and placement. The only page
specification laid out in this section is that the table of contents will be on two pages. The
letter from Buffett that serves as the welcome to the magazine is next. This section details
photo selection, column width and Buffett’s signature.
After these first sections, the manual delves into the more editorial based designs the
first being departments. Lulu’s didn’t set forth multiple departments that sit in the front
half of the magazine like its most nationally sold counterparts but focused more on telling
stories. That being said there are only two department‐like sections in the book—one at
the front, product pages, and one in the page, a statistics page. The brand manual lays out
where the page headers, headings, subheading and text should lie, as well as photography
and illustration placement and typographical treatments. These pages are much less
structured than the rest of the editorial layouts but employ all of the same basic elements
such as font families, color and overall visual style. Once into the editorial spreads, the
layout switches to a more regimented yet open style for the rest of the magazine. Elements
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discussed here include how to format initial graphs, caption boxes, text wrap, layering
techniques for text and photo and how structure pull quotes. Formatting photography is
also discussed as well as use of color in text—with headings, initial letters and pull quotes.
Editorial exceptions are discussed in the next section and include spreads that feature
design that is outside the norm of the rest of the magazine. Uses of exception fonts, color
and other small divergences are discussed. The next section deals with formatting recipes
that appear throughout the editorial. Specific design elements appear on these pages as
nowhere else in the magazine as well as different column structure. The use of white space
and placement of photography are discussed as well.
After the basics of the editorial layouts have been discussed, the manual moves to the
specifics of color and typography. The section dealing with color breaks down each swatch
by its CMYK formula and outlines the differences between editorial and exception colors.
The next section outlines each typographic style by its role in the magazine. Examples are
given of each and the specifications for formatting pull quotes is outlined.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of the researcher are simple: magazines are brands. Magazines
that understand their reader, create an emotional connection, and design for functionality
meet every requirement of a brand. The case study of Where and the experiential study of
LuLu’s prove this to be true. However, the brand cannot fully function without a policing
tool of a brand manual. Brand manuals are essential and without them the steps a brand
might have taken to create a functional product are moot. Brands exist in the mind and for
them to continue as such, a magazine brand must detail all successful and effective tools to
keep a reader for the long haul.
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Interview with Haines Wilkerson 7.1.11
Would you consider a magazine a brand?
A magazine is part of a brand. The brand really precedes the magazine although that’s not
the way chronologically it occurred. The brand grew out of the magazine’s usefulness and
familiarity in a marketplace among its users and among the people who use the magazines
to reach those users, namely advertisers, and then our third constituency, which is the
hoteliers who provide a service to their guests who are new in town essentially and they
use our magazines and our products to provide their guest with a service to find what’s
new in these cities.
Really, the trifecta of reach and service and out of that it all stemmed from a magazine that
started in 1936 in Detroit by a group of auto makers who wanted to give the executives
visiting information beyond the work place; what to do in town, where to go to dinner,
entertainment, etc. About that same time, pre‐WWII, a gentleman who was running
laundry at the Beverly Hills hotel on the West Coast was asking the general manager how
the guests at the hotel know what to do in town. The hotel is slightly out of the center of
the commercial area of Beverly Hills and the general manager said, well we have a
concierge and every guest has a phone book in the room. Unlike Where magazine, which is
actually placed in the hand of a visitor by someone like a concierge, in the West Coast, a
Guest Informant product was created to be in the guest’s room in the hotel. One was more
sort of a handy newsletter type of feel and the other was sort of a hardbound book.
Seventy‐five years later, this year is our 75th anniversary for both brands, the Guest
Informant that came from the Beverly Hills hotel and the Where brand that came from the
auto‐makers in Detroit were merged by Mr. Morris (and this is where the brand became
more important) Where magazine has many iterations since 1936. It started as more of a
newsletter/flyer and it ended up being a full‐on national looking magazine. Its weaknesses
were that it was very sporadic and because it was designed and produced in each city, it
had no brand unity. It had some design unity but not really enough to pull it off, as one
would describe a brand with international continuity. Guest Informant was deemed a
dinosaur both in terms of the way it looked and the way the name sounded. The last thing
you wanted to have in your hotel room in an informant. We decided amongst many of us
who had been with Guest Informant and it was their first love. I actually was always
envious at Guest Informant of the Where brand which was before Mr. Morris merged us,
was a competitor. The edge that Where had I always felt was that a) it was more frequent,
it came out monthly for the most part. Guest Informant was an annual because it had much
more manufacturing cost involved with it being a hard‐bound coffee table book as opposed
to a 64‐page monthly magazine. On top of that, the other strength was its name. It was a
single syllable, modern, fresh name that was quite relevant to today as opposed to Guest
Informant, the multi‐syllable, a mouthful and perceived as a little bit more Jurassic in its
publishing style and brand awareness.
We didn’t do that just off the seat of our pants. We did a lot of market research. I personally
sat behind a one‐way mirror many nights in many different cities listening to travelers and
hoteliers and advertisers trying to reach the visitor. I listened to all these focus groups
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share their thoughts and observations about the products. It was probably one of the most
fascinating periods of time in my career because, one, when you’re behind a desk, you don’t
get to hear what the public thinks about your product and this was not a public that talking
to me. They were talking to each other. They were unrestrained in their evaluations and we
based a lot of our subsequent brand direction on what we learned in those meeting. That
was backed up with other more typical research where you ask a lot of questions of a lot of
people and they’re put into categories of yes/no and then you evaluate the balance of all of
that data and it boils down to should this company proceed as a youthful, with‐it, hip
company or is this perceived as your parent’s guidebook? Does this company appear to
have comprehensive coverage of the information and it’s content or is it sporadic and
inefficient in its coverage?
We took that data, which was very quantified by the researchers and then witnessing with
our own eyes and ears what these people were saying about our product and we put it
together into what would become the Where brand. This all began in the later part of 2006
and by the end of 2007 we had a brand identity, a new logo, a tagline “locals guides
worldwide” because that’s the one tagline that really does define what we do. We have
maps, we have quick guides, we have a magazine called Where, we have Where Guestbook,
which is what we renamed Guest Informant. We still have the hardbound in room books.
We were also introducing a web presence, a mobile presence and Where television in
Hawaii, which is a closed circuit visitor guide television channel on a continuous loop.
There was suddenly a recognition as a need that the primary name, being Where and
Where magazine, where it all sprung from was just its origin and now just one of the
products. Although it’s still probably the most recognized because it’s not tucked away in a
room, it’s out of the concierge desk, it’s often handed to the guest with a room key when the
check in to a hotel and it still to this day remains a visitor driven product. In fact we don’t
try to put it on a newsstand and sell it although that said, it is not being sold on Vimeo.com
on their digital era newsstand but it’s still under the city magazine and travel information
category. So, there’s the history of how the brand came about and why the brand is bigger
than the magazine.
You’re selling a lifestyle. What we sell as Where is when you’re talking to Where or you’re
getting your information from Where you’re assured that your getting your information
from a person who’s very local and very connected, not only seasoned but also young and
not missing the new stuff. While we pride ourselves on our veteran coverage of the market
and our thorough knowledge of it, it isn’t to say we only want to trade on the veteran
awareness. My mission here as Chief Creative Officer is to lead content and by content I
mean the verbal and visual aspects of the editorial portion of the book, not the revenue
stuff. The ads are driven by the sales force. We do the non‐rev side, which is the content,
which is why the advertisers invest in our magazine. They know people are reaching to our
magazine to read it and to take from it the information. I ask our editors to have their finger
on the pulse of the city but one hand on the hip. We don’t want just the obvious post card of
information or the obvious famous restaurants; we want to know what the locals are doing.
That’s the most savvy travel information, ask a local what to do tonight. You should
probably hit the Statue of Liberty or the Empire State Building once in your life, but if you
go to New York, you might want to have the newest restaurant experience every time you
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go there. The people we write to are not always tourists but also the locals in the form that
it is the locals who are handing out the magazine. A local concierge who knows their city,
lives there, loves it will judge our magazine on how current and how on top of things we
are. Otherwise, they won’t hand it out. They have to be proud of what they are handing to
their guests just as we are asking the concierge to do so. We have an eclectic point of view
of the city much like you would if you lived somewhere. I like to think of our editors as the
cool friend you’d call when you’re coming to their town.
The Where branding coming from this sort of flagship magazine Where, we made our job
somewhat easier in that our brand is the same name as our primary product, our most
familiar product. All of the products around it are also co‐opted with the name Where. A
brand like Conde Nast is not going to do that. They let their brand be in the background or
as a subhead or as Conde Nast Traveler, but they don’t say Conde Nast Vanity Fair. There
are two types of publishing brands. Ones that stay in the background and believe me when
you read Vanity Fair you pretty much have a very clear idea that you’re reading a Conde
Nast product and you’re living the Conde Nast lifestyle but they don’t rub it in your face.
Because we aren’t subscriber based and our reader base is not a devoted audience that
subscribes, ours is an audience that comes across our product in the midst of travel or out
of a need for our product. They might not even know that they need it but we are there in
front of them in this travel moments. We’re making more and more strides to put our
brand in their hands as they move about the country. Our brand does enjoy a real name
continuity that is fantastic when you don’t have the means to advertise a brand. It’s really
sort of interesting to do traditional advertising like you see on the Super Bowl, which is the
highest price and the least return on investments because you’re just sort of selling an
awareness. We have to do that within our own products, within our own network and we
felt a better more sure way of doing that was to carry the name across the brand and to
brand all of our products.
One footnote there, the only risk a brand runs when they do that is chances are a brand has
a high‐end and a low‐end product. You run the risk of polluting the sophistication of the
high‐end product that are named the same as the low‐end products, so that one sort of
dilutes the other. What we’ve been doing then is the name Where appears much smaller on
the lower‐end products and in fact we’ve branded Where Guides as a way to sort of excuse
ourselves from the get‐go that this is a Where Guide. This isn’t the Where Guestbook. This
isn’t Where the magazine or the website. These are our little pocket guides. Frankly, in
managing the creative brand, you can only do so much policing. It’s very easy for an
untrained graphic designer to ruin your identity by a poor photo selection or a editor that
lets things slide through or lets text slide through that isn’t really your brand speak. You
have to be very careful and that usually happens on the lower down and dirty products.
We’ve even considered removing the name. It’s sort of what a publicist does for a movie
star. You put them out there when they have a film but one of the publicist’s big role is to
not over expose their client when there isn’t a project out that needs to be promoted. We’re
at the point now with our brand where we’re looking at how many things are named
Where and how does it look and how does it being perceived. At the same time, we’re
adding the name Where to a lot of new products and thinking and thinking that on the fly.
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There has really been this upswing of fantastic women who start with one business, like
Martha Stewart who had a catering service and built an empire around herself. Linda
Magazine: A woman who was particularly strong as a comedy stand up person that parlays
it into a talk show that then shows that she’s able to cook and has great friends and has a
great philosophy on hundred mile organic dinning, organic food and the whole thing just
spirals out. It really does become one groovy person’s lifestyle where others admire her
and want to know more. Her interests are not limited to one restaurant but her interests by
nature, by being a smart person, are something related to this overall groovy persona that
people want to be a part of. I think magazines have been well proved for these enterprising
women and it’s interesting that more women do it than men. There’s not a lot of magazines
based around some guy.
What about magazines make people drawn to them?
I believe this is the same answer to will magazines be supplanted by digital and I think it’s
clear already that the answer is no. I believe the reason for that is the tactile nature. It’s you
can see the entire thing in the palm of your hands and hold this information. It’s a vehicle
that you know that you can pick up and put down and pick up and put down and you can
kick up your feet and spend as long as you want. I think that there’s comfort in the folded
format that to your left is a photo and to your right is the information that pertains to that
photo. It’s sort of like the comfort of a room made of right angles as opposed to the sort of
unease, although fascinating, of a room that is an oval or a trapezoidal shape. There’s
something comforting and refined about the rectangular or the square corners of a
magazine that within that has all the ?? In our case it’s very important in the portability of
a magazine. It’s simply easier to pick it up and shove it in your bag than it is to download it
from ITunes if it’s there. We can also download it too, but there’s just something tactile
about it and it’s limitations I think are it’s shine.
Why do people buy magazines? What are they buying into?
Factor one was, why do people love these things and I start with the medium of print. The
second is of course is the content but that content could come in a variety of forms. Oprah
was more poignant on screen in an hour as opposed to the hundred some odd pages her
magazine is. The magazine allows you to have more time with the subject and even in an
hour she could only cover so much and it required an hour of our time to watch it whereas
the magazine is out for a month and you can have as many hours as you want with it and
can carry it over to the following month. I think it’s the flexibility of it’s reach of it’s
message is something that that medium can do that even something as dynamic as
television cannot. Oprah’s message was clearly multi‐faceted and has a gigantic fascinated
audience that would probably scoop up anything that she put her brand on. I think
magazines have the potential there. I know one of my favorite magazines is the New Yorker
because it has so many levels of interest for me. Very opened eyed point of view in its
politics and in its opening section and as a person who loves New York, if you want to really
know what’s really going on in New York from a sophisticated point of view you can go
right to those listings and see what’s on. It’s not Time Out magazine, which is going to have
really drilled down to another deeper level but as a reader who does not live in New York, I
like to see what’s going on there and hope that I can get there to see it. Thus, I don’t need to
be overwhelmed with the detail that I’m not going to see something this month or this
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week. Time Out comes out more frequently than the New Yorker or Where for that matter
so they have the ability to be much more johnny‐on‐the‐spot to the point of overkill unless
your really a person who wants to be out of their apartment for the majority of the 24‐hour
period. I like the New Yorker because it gives you just enough information to keep you
fascinated with the city. Currently, most of it’s readership is out of state even though the
basis of the magazine is all Manhattan. We have a similar magazine here at the Morris
organization called Alaska where the vast majority of the readership is not in Alaska, it’s in
the lower 48. This brings me to my next point of why people love magazines. It’s living a
lifestyle vicariously. My sister is a massive reader of home and lifestyle magazines and she
has one home and she only has one lifestyle but the way she lives through those magazines,
the portal of these home magazines and she’s always sending me ones that she thinks
relate to my little Hollywood bungalow or my community and it’s amazing how one minute
you’re in a Malibu residence overlooking the sea with an all white modern presence and
the next minute you’re in France looking at the golden dechale and lavish décor of a 300
year old mansion in Paris. I really have to believe the vicarious living, you picture yourself
in that room sipping on a cocktail and petting the dog… I think this is the same reason why
obituaries are so fascinating. It’s a life lived that you can engage in and then turn page and
you’re on to another one.
I have to say I don’t like the term escapism and I avoid it simply because to me it suggests
that we’re not happy enough and there is a need for escape. I would think of it as indulgism.
Your sitting in your home which you have made as lovely as possible and you are now in
indulging in your mind, your fingers are on the magazine but your mind is telling your
fingers are on the fringe of a pillow in a chateau on Lake Como for that moment. It’s so
much easier with a magazine that just with the lick of your thumb and a flick of the page
you’ve transported yourself.
How do magazines create a product that will meet their wants and needs?
As I always remind my team, a magazine is made up of two parts: words and pictures and it
with the effectiveness of both and hopefully not the over indulgence of either that you bring
it on. On the art directors side, a great art direction is not how much you put in to it but
how much you take away, how much you do not put into it and take away from the message
while still letting the main thrust come forth. One way you do it on the design side is
reduction of clutter, clean design. When we first took on Where magazine it looked like a
collection of magazine articles from various publications. On one you’d be talking about
Broadway plays and let’s say in Phoenix there are Broadway plays that come to town and
so there would be Broadway In The Desert and then you’d turn and you’d be talking about
how to protect your skin in the desert. Then suddenly we look like we’re in a cosmetics
advertorial or trends magazine or even worse a trade‐to‐trade publication. You’d turn the
page and we’re talking about spring training baseball in Phoenix and now all a sudden we
look like we’re in Sports Illustrated. There was no brand continuity. I sat down with our
team of art directors and said to me what we need is continuity within this well, you know
how a magazine has a well after the ads and after the tables of contents and contributors
page you get to the feature well. Our feature well was a disparate mix of different design
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and stories and the stories were dictating the design and the designs were making the
magazine look like a mess and not a cohesive thing. What we need is to have each one of
these articles treated with similar brand, font and photo use; sizing of photos needs to be
the same in the cosmetic story as it is in the baseball story, the big photos, the small photos,
but not just changing the look of the thing from page to page. Then we said, how do we
preform that on the pages when we do cover so many diverse things? In my heart, I said I
think a magazine’s editorial is best defined if there is a large picture on one side and an in‐
depth text on the other side of the fold. That is the most rudimentary form of magazines
since Time Life; a big picture and then text opposite it. Let’s go back to that rudimentary
form and see if we can’t build out from there applying all the modern techniques of side
bars and little timelines and the informational types of things will be on the type heavy side
and the photography will be on the photographic side. That’s not to say that we don't allow
inset photography on the type side. And it worked like a charm.
If we do something well, I like to brand it. Our well, now that it’s comprehensive and it
covers what we call our various pillars that make up a market, for most markets, shopping
and dining but it’s also art and entertainment, museums, some markets are all about golf,
so it’s more about activities. In different markets, the pillars are in a different order. New
York might start with shopping and Phoenix might start with activities and in every Where
magazine worldwide, that feature well is now dubbed “Where Now.” We used the word
“now” because we were trying to drive the fact that this is not just general information, this
is this month. The website, which anything we do well and we give it a brand name, we also
try to have it a home on the website where it can get much more drilled down because
we’re not limited by the number of pages. Where Now is now in our magazine as the name
of our feature well in every magazine from St. Petersburg, Russia, to St. Petersburg, Florida,
to Singapore to San Francisco, from Manhattan to Milan, that section defines our well. As
flexible as it is and as localized as it is, it provides global continuity in the magazine. Then it
is also the name of the most timely section on our website, which is updated monthly by
our local editors and then now we have a Where Now app. (Where Now London) Again,
we’ve hooked on the brand and stood upon that brand and built the best possible magazine
we can using the most basic editorial tools of editorial—photos and words and made the
most of the magazine. Wherever we have a hit in the magazine, we parlay that out in a
brand nature out to the other media.
How do you pick the right typography and photography?
Here it’s all about readability. Readability is challenged by the amount of space available
because if you have a limited space, you need to reduce the point size and then the
readability is challenged. Because I was trying to create continuity from city to city and
from product to product, we created a brand language in our font family selection. In my
experience, the best way to create variety and energy on the page and readability at the
same time is to create a nice mix of san serif and serif fonts. I had in mind two font families
I felt were very strong: Gotham and Whitney, Gotham being the sans serif and Whitney
being the serif. (Obama used it for his campaign) Unfortunately, Gotham is licensed by
Farrar‐Jones, a very high‐end, upscale and probably the most with‐it type company. It’s an
expensive font to license out across multi‐markets and multi countries. Fonts are often
licensed by how many people open up a file, how seats, how many persons sit in a chair and
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open a file—the editor opens a file, the art director opens a file, maybe a proofreader opens
up a file. That defines how many seats are utilizing that font and when you multiply that by
36 markets suddenly our font license… Most people are accustomed to buying a font and
using it and they use it for their advertisers, they use it for LuLu’s magazine, but it’s just
them. They’re the only seat that’s involved in it. They don’t need an extensive font license.
Usually an affordable font license is a dozen people at a small design firm. When a brand is
buying a font and they’re going to use it across they’re entire network and they’re going to
have a lot of people opening files and touching it, there are a lot of seats involved and it’s a
huge, huge cost.
Morris, the people who own the Where brand had an extremely large font licensing
agreement with Adobe for the Adobe font library. It has some good fonts and it has some
not so good fonts. It has some clean looking ones and it has some clumsy ones. We were
forced to find the Gotham and the Whitney among the fonts that were in the Adobe font
library. I had an old friend who whenever he was challenged with the same question of
which font to use, he used to say, “Never fear, use Avenir” because Avenir has a feel good
side to it and a clarity in its communication yet a sophistication. So, I directed my design
director to experiment with Avenir. I can’t remember what we used for body copy, that’s
how enthusiastic I am about it. If we have an Achilles heel, it’s in our body text. Whereas
Whitney was our strength, the font we’re using now is our weakness. It doesn’t read well
when it’s really small and it looks clumsy when it’s big. We must have done a hundred tests
on it to find just the right point size. It reads well. And then it became quite workable but
we do not allow our art directors to use a point size, leading or tracking that is not one of
our combinations and we have several combinations—large use, medium use, type use,
small use. Our books come in all shapes and sizes so we want the same font. Where
magazine is available to the publisher in any given city in a European digest size, which
Samir had a large hand in turning us on to, the size of Elle and is published in Europe for
the summer editions so people can take it to the beach with them easily. There’s also the
conventional 8 1/2 x 11 size.
We like our fonts and this is another goal of ours. The fonts size doesn’t really change
between the digest size and the full size. We did not want to take legible type in our large
size down to being illegible in a digest. We started our designs with digest and then use that
same point size in the larger magazine and the larger magazine simply enjoys more real
estate and can go a little bit more in depth. But the point sizes are basically the same.
On the word side we found a font family that was both affordable, fully licensable and
readable and applicable to many different products and sizes. And then on the other side of
the fence or other side of the fold, the picture side.
We have a photo director who’s mission is to curate photography that we use regularly and
to educate the art buyers who’s pictures we do not use regularly. It’s the same thing you do
with layout, less is more, everything you can remove from the image and let the story come
through, the better. We look for simple, graphic, moving images that are of familiar places
but a completely new twist on them. We’re always trying to open the eyes of the visitor to
something familiar so they go, “Okay, yeah, I wanted to know about that place, I’ve heard
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about that place.” We don’t show it in unrecognizable abstraction, but we do portray it at
an unusual angle, it’s literally sometimes inside, out. We look at it from a photojournalistic
point of view that takes the familiar and gives it a twist.
Once that brand experience is solidified, how do magazines protect it?
The manual is the first step to that. Manual and mentoring. What we set up with our
market group to the size that it is and every time Mr. Morris acquires something into our
basket and we would try to see does this belong in a product we already have or is this
something new that is going to start a new trend in a new product line and will it be part of
Where or something else. For the products that we have brands, each one took probably a
year to do and we would always start with a test series of data that markets were giving
versions of the new look and then once it proved itself out we would go through this whole
tribunal in the tech department to make sure that anything we do in print could flow
automatically and easily into the web environment. All along, every time we nailed
something down and get approval that yes, it looks good in print and yes, it flows well onto
online we would immediately create that document as part of the manual. You’ve seen how
comprehensive the manual is. Lucky for us, editors like to read. Art directors not so much
but art direction’s part is much more visual in the manual and the editor part is filled with
detail about how we talk about things, how we go about covering things and how to license
it. All this stuff goes into production of a book or a magazine.
Mentoring is the next stage. Every time our business keeps getting bigger, it spreads thin
the ability to protect and police it. We used to have one editorial director that was
responsible for the whole network. Mostly the United States, but somewhat also London
and Paris. He could not keep up. He reported to me and I saw it every day. Unfortunately
when somebody doesn’t like something they go to your boss sometimes and I was starting
to hear that he wasn’t being responsive to the editors in the field who wanted answers
about brand continuity—how should I handle this article, I see that another market has
done it, so is it okay for me to do it again?—and he just couldn’t keep up. I saw his email
and I had to say, “Okay there’s approximately 30 markets and there’s approximately that
many days in the month. If you call one editor a day maybe they could say at the end of the
month, yes, I heard from Don this month. I clearly realized it wasn’t his fault, it was too
much for any one person. When he left the company, I didn’t refill his position. We changed
it to be three general editorial directors that could be there with the manual like the Statue
of Liberty with the manual in one hand and their finger pointing the way. When we have a
new editor come on board, they fly to the market and train them the manual is what they
use. Then the manual stays there with the editor so they can flip to it and then the regional
comes back to their market and listens to the needs of approximately less than a dozen
editors as opposed to having…
What is a brand manual?
A brand manual, if it’s done well, should address all the questions of the brand’s language,
both visual and verbal and enable the person who is using the manual to replicate their
participation so that it looks like the people who wrote the brand manual did it themselves.
I know our brand manual works because we just licensed Milan, Italy and within 30 days
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of of that licensee signing their contract with us, they received what I refer to “Where in a
box” which includes the manual and without a lot of direct mentorship from the editorial
director in Europe, Where Milan came out 30 days after the signing of that license and it
looks exactly like my office did it and reads like it. It’s in English. We’re always refining it of
course and a brand manual needs to be updated quarterly or at least every six months
because as things change, people suggest nuances especially when you have participants in
various regions of the world coming up with great ideas. Some times the great ideas on
their first take aren’t always refined or won’t apply to a multi‐use platform, then my team
creates the master from which the other bureaus replicate.
To answer your basic question, a brand manual will define and instruct as to the verbal and
visual language of the brand and byproduct. Our Guestbook has an entirely different
mission in terms of its imagery and verbal and visual language than does our magazine.
(Has a brand manual for each separate product. i.e. Guestbook) One is a book made of
chapters and I’m always trying to remind the art directors that a book does not change its
art direction within its covers. A magazine does. A magazine can let a story come to life
with individualized typography and photo treatment from story to story. I will point out
that Where magazine is not a good example of individual stories being brought to life with
unique typography and photo treatment such as New York Tines Sunday magazine does or
like any great magazine does because we do not have the number of pages in our well to
have that luxury and what we’re going after is continuity in design while we cover the
gamut of things for a visitor to do in a city. Our mission was not to entertain the reader and
shock them by changing art direction from story to story because you need at least 50 or 60
pages in the well alone to make that work. We have 4 to 5 pages, 4 to 5 pages to cover the
gamut of the shopping, dining, sight‐seeing, arts, entertainment in a given issue. So
changing the art direction every time you change subjects made for clutter and confusion.
Why have a brand manual? Why is it important?
Why have consistency in your magazine design?
First of all, our mission is to let people know, because we think there’s power in the fact
that we’re a global enterprise that is 100 percent local. My other tagline is “We’re a global
band of locals.” Having that continuity helps drive that awareness. If some one picks up
Where in New York they may have also used and liked it in New Orleans. More incredibly,
they might also then see it to their disbelief in London and say “Wow! It’s here too.” We
believe there is tremendous power in that repetition across the globe. We’d just really be
done. We’re just in Europe, the U.S, Singapore and Hong Kong but we haven’t gone to South
America yet and South Africa and Bombay and all that. We will because our model is built
on licensing so we don’t actually have to drive there and set up shop. Some body would
come to us, more like a franchise set up. That’s part of our growth plan and that way you
share the cost of growing too.
What process did you go through in creating a brand manual? Where do you start?
What do you consider?
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Where we started was first we started with a mission statement so that everything we put
in the manual adheres to that. Our mission is very broad based because it referred to the
entire Where brand and Morris visitor publications. A magazine must have a mission
statement otherwise it’s too easy to veer off from. That should sort of pleasantly be page
one of the manual.
Second, you dissect the magazine down by its basic content components and that would be
the up front departments usually in a magazine, which are authored by the same person or
pertain to the same topic like money or living the L.A. lifestyle and each month someone is
writing about their take on that. A lot of family magazines might have something about
health and kids and the balance between the father and the mother or the lack thereof and
that type of thing. The recurring stories are within the departments.
Then there is the editorial feature well, the main features and those need purpose and
those need a backbone that serves mission and also is unique and entertaining. Then you
go to the back of the book and there’s usually some interesting way to sign off with your
readers and leave them wanting more so they look forward to the upcoming issue and keep
them as a devoted subscriber. Actually, Dr. Husni taught me that the most important use of
the back page of the magazine should not something as simplistic as a parting shot, which
we actually used to have in Where magazine. We felt that that had a much more
appropriate home in our Where Guestbook which is more of a coffee table art book meets a
guidebook experience and though we’ve put a parting shot there to leave guests thinking
but in the more rudimentary on top of things Where magazine, we chose to put the 30
things we love page which is now a signature page in the magazine. It’s in every single
publication worldwide and on the web. It’s a chance, and this was Samir’s idea, to pull you
back into the edition rather than throwing the magazine away with a parting shot literally
parting ways with it, it would be a way to lead you back in—a reverse table of contents of
sorts. There are 30 things and probably 10 of them actually have a page number back into
the magazine that leads you back to read more about that thing you missed when you were
paging through the magazine.
You define what you’re doing with your book by it’s structure that same as you would with
a floor plan of a house. Then you take each one of the rooms and you talk about it in detail.
The purpose of this room is this and to make this room special it has to have the windows
on this room look West so you get the late afternoon sunlight and the reason for that is
because it’s a library and we want to keep it warm in the afternoon. Really, a book should
have a floor plan and when you apply a magazine to iPad format, you rearrange the order
of the rooms because you don’t need hallways any more or the rooms move and you can
flick them all around with your finger. You do that, you break it down by a floor plan and
you take each aspect and you build the manual after your editor and art director and
publisher have agreed that this page, this format, works. It’s relevant to our mission, it
delivers on the assignment, it’s entertaining, it allows us to drill down and does it have
enough stuff on it or does it have too much stuff? Can a sidebar highlight some of the things
so you don’t have to read the whole article? Once you have it printed it out and it’s standing
there in front of you, your manual defines that page from the top to the bottom. This is how
we handle our headlines and why. This is how we handle our subheads and why. This is
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where we place our bylines, not at the bottom, we’re proud of this author. We have their
authors name right up with their headline. Do we have an intro? Yes and why. How do we
break down the body copy? Is it on a timeline basis or do we follow some rhythm and if so,
what is the rhythm of it. Because literally we’re talking to an editor who may have worked
for a teen magazine or may have worked for Time Life and now all of a sudden they’re
writing about a city. We have to explain to them what we’ve learned is the best way to
portray that city in a short space.
What did you want to include in your brand manual but couldn’t?
The one limitation of a brand manual is that you can’t show every example. The brand
manual is sort of the basics and we hoped that the editor uses it as an instruction manual
on how to bolt on their wings and then their flight path is their own choosing. They still use
our method of getting off the ground and our flight rules. They still are encouraged to fly.
The one limitation of a brand manual is that you can’t cite in detail all the different
executions that were done well of what we’re saying are the basic structure. In other words,
yes, you can show successful basic floor plans for a modern family home but you can’t show
as many encouraging fabulous solutions to those floor plans. What we did and in fact we’re
growing this now in an even bigger way—we just decided to do this this week—we created
a menu of success stories that pertain to our feature well, called Where Now. Our editors
are very busy people and for them to have the knowledge of the city, they need to be away
from their computer and their desk as much as they need to be efficiently active, to put
books to bed. We want them out in their communities, getting in touch with people,
smelling it, living it, breathing it and then being able to express that in words to the guest,
our readers. We, and this was another reason for Where Now and for the format, the
happily templated format, is that when an editor sets out to write an article about the 5
great chefs that are moving this market today, they’re changing, literally, the flavor of a city,
chances are, that is a story that will play out in multiple cities. We took our take on it here
with my design team that originates and upon what every one else replicates on those
platforms and we gave it the best possible look we could. Now, a year later into this
templated lifestyle that we live as editors and art directors, we’re now citing the best
examples of those 5 chef kind of stories and we have what we call a menu of layouts. We
don’t just show our greatest hits, we show it, here’s how it’s printed and then you turn the
page of that manual, the menu manual, and you see all the pictures stripped out and its just
boxes where pictures were and columns were type was and it shows how many words in
each column. An editor is no longer faced with the likelihood that they’re going to assign a
guestimate of 1,500 words and we pay a dollar a word, so they’re paying $1,500. Three
weeks later they get a word from their art director that says we can only fit 1,300. So we
just threw away $200 worth of words and the editor’s time, who would have to go back and
re‐copy fit and rephrase 1.300 words with the writers instead of the 1,500. I cannot stand
the idea that our editors are having to do that rather than being out learning about their
own city and representing our brand within the market. I simply eliminated the need for
guestimating word counts by encouraging our editors to look at all our menus. Chances are
what you want to do this month, we’ve already done in another market well. Here’s the
editor who did it, here’s the story and then turn the page and you see the backbone, the
technical layout of that story that has your word count. The ultimate dream as the editor is
writing the story themselves, they will write the story right into that template and they can
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see themselves running out of lines as they get there to the end of the third column. Then
boom! It’s edited on the fly basically as they write it. Then when they are assigning a story
they will agree with the art director that this is the best menu template to use for this story,
this month and they look at the bottom of that story and it says, word count: 350 words or
1,500 words. We, by the way, have long form. Some cities enjoy long stories because they
have more pages and other markets only get 3 or 4 pages to tell the whole story that month
for the city. In the markets that have more pages, they can run more long form features that
indulge in 3 pages about one topic by one author. Another market may cover the 5 pillars in
3 pages and thus the stores there are much shorter.
What is the most important thing in a brand manual?
I would say that no matter what your magazine has to say, you’re saying it with fonts. I
think too, fairly give an editor and art director the freedom to express a story, be it
lighthearted or serious, that might suggest upper and lowercase for the former and all caps
for the latter, all caps looks much more serious than upper and lowercase, maybe all
lowercase for a really lighthearted story, but still you’re within the font family. Your font
family is the most important part of a brand manual and the flexibility of that font family
and examples therein must be shown.
How does protecting the design of a magazine brand also protect what the brand
stands for?
I think they’re directly relevant. The whole image is defined in the same two components,
word and pictures and the image of the words is defined by font usage and the column
formats on the page, which by the way of course is part of the floor plan. The grid, if I
haven’t mentioned it already. A magazine’s grid should be one of the other basic
components upon which the words and the pictures are applied. The grid is probably the
single most important asset of the floor plan.
So, you have the floor plan of your message, what you say in your departments, what you
say in your features, how you say what you say with your cover and your cover headlines.
But the grid is the skeleton upon which, or the foundation upon which all those
components reside. That single‐handedly provides a subliminal continuity from cover to
cover. On one page your words aren’t getting too close to the trim and one trick that I love
in magazines and so few really recognize the importance of this, is the horizontal margins.
The top margin should be the top of the magazine so when you flip through it, your top
margin’s not popping up or dropping down, up and down, up and down. There should be a
horizon line in the middle of the magazine that as you flip through it you see a photograph
base line adhering to and three pages more there it is again. Maybe a timeline is hanging off
that same horizon line. That usually occurs in the low middle of the page and then your
baseline. The vertical margins also define how close you allow your information to get to
where your thumbs are holding the magazine. Something as tactile as, just as we started
this conversation with the importance of magazine’s tactile pleasure, if your thumb is
smearing the type, that’s not such a good thing. We kept in mind that the readers might be
holding on to a subway pole with their elbow and reading our magazine and holding it in
one hand. Thus, your thumbs play an important role and we made our side margins wide
enough that they literally are thumb‐width. You don’t get to think a magazine through
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sometimes so much but I convinced our leadership that our team needed to reinvent
everything, including our ad sizes because the ad sizes also lock into the grid, the same grid
that editorial locks in to. You don’t get to change ad sizes very often because it freaks out
the sales department because they’re not able to tell their advertiser, oh you have to
redesign your ad. Believe me, if an art director is involved, the ad is usually going to be
smaller, not bigger. Also, usually a no‐no. I’ve had to do a lot of two steps to explain why
less things in your ad message are better in reaching our audience and in fact we think your
ad should be smaller so we can keep it away from your competitors ad sharing the same
page. We want more white space between ads and around the ads and that always means
smaller ads which always means anxiety for the sales force. We have to go in saying, we’re
giving you more for less. We usually give them that less is more. A lot of people don't buy
that argument when they’re paying money for space. I would say yes, that’s the most
important.
Is there such a thing as too much detail in the manual?
You don’t want the manual not to be used because it’s too overwhelming. What we did to
address that was break it up so it’s not just page after page after page of minutia. You pace
the manual just as you pace the magazine, the same as you’d pace a play or a book. You’d
have to keep them interested so you don’t bore them to death with oceans of minutia.
I actually asked our editor, our lead editorial director to be the one to write the words that
would be communicating to our editors so that they don’t let go of the message and they
read it and it’s not too much for them. A good editor says a lot in a little. That’s a mark of a
good editor. And then I asked our design director to actually design the manual and I said
let’s make this exciting and pretty. She would do that by nature anyway but it had pretty
colors, it had interesting page numbers, look and feel. We used the colors of our brand. We
haven’t mentioned that by the way and in our brand manual, one of the things we define is
our color palette and why.
A funny story is that our books are color coded. Where magazine has always been color
coded so that a concierge could flip to dining maybe in red and sightseeing‐blue and the
color code ran on the side of the trim. Because each market is different, where sightseeing
is discussed in one market might be earlier page numbers and where dining is discussed
might be those same page numbers. What the previous creative director had done was
created a palette for the magazine that was sort of would be rainbow. On the table of
contents, that rainbow started with the blues, went through the cool colors and ended up in
the warm colors. But in each market, the coverage was in a different order. So, dining, if it
was going to be first in New Orleans, might be at the red because that was the beginning of
that color palette and in New York, museums might be the first or shopping might be the
first. It took me a minute going to different cities to realize that why is dining in New York
a different color than dining in New Orleans? It was because, this is why you can’t let art
directors be self‐policing, because they are so visual and God love them all for it, but they
might be making something so pretty the functionality is no longer relevant. Truly, form
follows function and I don't think there is any doubt about that in any useful form of design.
Maybe it doesn’t have to follow function in a purely aesthetic thing like making a vase or
designing the pattern of a rug but form follows function absolutely in a useful utilitarian
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piece such as a guide book. I had big plans for that color palette. We wanted it to be on the
web. We wanted it to drive continuity. So, if the Where brand is talking about dining, I can
assure you it’s the same color in Milan as it is in San Diego.
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APPENDIX: B
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FIGURE 6. LuLu’s Brand Manual Cover. This is the title page for the brand manual
created for LuLu’s magazine.
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FIGURE 7. LuLu’s Brand Manual Mission Statement. The role of this page is to get set
the tone for the rest of the brand manual. Quotes came from Lucy Buffett’s letter in
LuLu’s and editor of the magazine, Cathy Still Johnson.
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FIGURE 8. LuLu’s Basic Layout 1.1. This page lays out specifications for the basic
grid which all design will be organized and spaced upon. Folio information is also
discussed.
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FIGURE 9. LuLu’s Basic Layout 1.2. This takes the basic layout a little further to
explain how columns of text can be set on the page.
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FIGURE 10. LuLu’s Cover. The brand manual breaks down the elements of the
cover—where the nameplate, logos and taglines rest. Photography selection for the
cover is discussed as well as photography’s relation to the placement of cover lines.
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FIGURE 11. LuLu’s Table of Contents. The typefaces for story blurbs, their headlines
and the numbers that accompany them and the selection and placement of
photography is broken down for these two pages. The positioning for the header is
also discussed.
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FIGURE 12. Letter from Lucy. Buffett’s welcome letter consists of very few
elements—columns, one photo of her and her signature.
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FIGURE 13. LuLu’s Departments 1.1. There are only two department‐like pieces in
the magazine. The “Shopping LuLu’s” department details the typography used,
placement of photos and department header.
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FIGURE 14. LuLu’s Departments 1.2. The other department in the magazine is the
statistics pages at the end of the publication. The manual breaks down header,
photo, type and graphic elements.
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FIGURE 15. LuLu’s Editorial Layouts 1.1. The editorial layout are broken down by
their use of photography, typography treatments and use of layering. The coloring
of pull quotes is described here.
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FIGURE 16. LuLu’s Editorial Layouts 1.2. More examples of editorial layout are
included here.
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FIGURE 17. LuLu’s Editorial Exception Layouts. These are the spreads that are
exceptions to the rule and contain exception colors and typography or are
inconsistent with the overall usage of design elements.
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FIGURE 18. LuLu’s Recipes 1.1. The recipe layouts for LuLu’s are explained here—
the use of columns, typography and placement of food photography. Graphic
elements unique to the recipe layouts are discussed here as well.
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FIGURE 19. LuLu’s Recipes 1.2. The layout of drink recipes is discussed here and
includes the usage of white space.
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FIGURE 20. LuLu’s Editorial and Exception Colors. Color formulas and swatches are
seen here.
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FIGURE 21. LuLu’s Editorial Typography 1.1 This is the first page of the breakdown
of typography used in the magazine and what role it serves. This page also includes
the instructions on how to correctly format a pull quote.
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FIGURE 22. LuLu’s Editorial Typography 1.2. The second page of editorial
typography discusses the rest of the type styles and their roles used in the majority
of the editorial.
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FIGURE 23. LuLu’s Exception Typography. This page details the typography used in
the exception story “A Day at the Farm.”
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VITA
Inductee
Kappa Tau Alpha Journalism Honors Society – 2011
Graduate Achievement Award in Journalism & New Media
The University of Mississippi – April 2011
Art Director ‐ Lulu’s
PMT Publishing ‐ Birmingham, AL ‐ April 2011
Lulu’s is a magazine celebrating the culture of Lulu’s restaurant in Gulf Shores,
Alabama and the woman behind the restaurant, Lucy Buffett. I was responsible for
the layout and design of the 132‐page publication and wrote two feature stories.
Creative Director ‐ MS Observer ‐ L.O.U. Observer
Oxford, MS ‐ April 2011
As Creative Director for the state‐wide and county‐wide sister publications I was
responsible for designing the news‐based publications in full while maintaining a
cohesive feel between both.
Intern / Writer / Photo Assistant
Lulu’s / Birmingham Home & Garden / Decorator’s Showhouse 2011
Birmingham & Gulf Shores, AL / March 2011
This internship centers around the launch of magazine for LuLu’s, a restaurant on
the Alabama Gulf Coast. My responsibilities are research of the restaurant, it’s
customers/potential readers and the lifestyle of the Alabama Gulf Coast. I was also
in charge of smattering of other jobs along the way, including writing, organization
of photo libraries, and assisting the editor. I also wrote a story for Birmingham
Home & Garden and organized information for the 2011 Decorator’s Showhouse.
Designer
FundCraft, LLC ‐ Collierville, TN ‐ March 2011
At FundCraft, I’ve been put in charge of designing and organizing large amounts of
images, backgrounds and clipart to be used on the company’s print‐on‐demand
website.
Vice‐President of Design
The University of Mississippi AD Club – January 2011
Art Director & Managing Editor
Samir Husni’s 2011 Guide to New Magazines ‐ Oxford, MS ‐ 2010‐May 2011
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With the 2011 edition of Dr. Samir Husni’s Guide to New Magazines, I scanned,
coded and organized the hundreds of new magazines amassed for the annual trade
publication. I also compiled statistics for the total amount of magazines as well as
for each category. As art director, I designed the front of the book’s editorial content
as well as the back of the book’s template based design.
Design Editor
The Ole Miss ‐ Oxford, MS ‐ July 2010‐ March 2011
As design editor of The Ole Miss, I worked with the editor‐in‐chief and photo editor
to create an overall theme and concept for the 2011 publication. I styled photo
shoots as well as directed and executed the main bulk of the design for the 368‐page
book.
Managing Editor
Samir Husni’s 2010 Guide to New Magazines ‐ Oxford, MS ‐ August 2009‐March
2010
The position of managing editor for Dr. Samir Husni’s 2010 Guide to New Magazines
required scanning, coding and organizing hundreds of magazines. I also compiled
statistics for the total amount of magazines as well as for each category.
3rd Place AEJMC
Individual Start‐up Magazine Prototype – August 2009
Bachelor’s Degree
The University of Mississippi Journalism Department – May 2009
Cum Laude – 3.68 GPA
James A. Autry Magazine Service Journalism Award – May 2009
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